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The raves pour in - even from sources sometimes critical
of Solzhenitsyn
"Huge ... absorbing ... valuable."-Wall St. Journal
"Enthral l ing .. .  the scholarly sif t ing and disentangling only adds to the
fascination."-NY Ti mes
"By far the most comprehensive and authoritative biography ... clear and
gracef uIly written."-Ph iI adel ph i a I nq u i rer
"Richly detai led, shrewd, balanced and absorbing book tel ls the whole im-
probable story ... superbly."- Boston Globe
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o Precious passages from his conespondence, b fore and after exile . . .
from his travel diary.
oStalin to the troops invading Germany: "Everything is allowd."
Solzhenitsyn describes the drunken rampage.
o How the KGB uses Western media to harass Solzhenitsyn. KGB plots
(with some succzu) to infiltrate his circle of friends.
r His peculiar dres and eating habits. His favorite radio progams,
o Exhilarating accounts ofGulag uprisings - and they're notjust hunger
$rikes.
o Relationships with Sakharov, an ex-general, other key dissidenh. How
they manage to keep in touch.
o Solzhenitsyn upsets the liberals. Sammell pinpoints the times, places,
words.
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Solzhenitsyn closeup - and also a panorama of life in the
e The formation of a young Communi$. Four authors Solzhenisyn
wonhipped. Why dialctical materialism "enthralled" him. How he
explained away all of Stalin's atrocities. How he came to change his
views.
. Eight yean in hell: the ordeal of the Gulag.
oSolzhenitsyn on Kisinger ... democracy ... the pre-Reagan Voice of
America ... Chile ... traveling Arnerica by car ... the docility of
Westem joumaliss in Moscow ... the "gunpoint repatriation" of
Rusians after World War II ... "psudodetente" ... and much more.
. The kind of We$em prote$ the Kremlin does fear.
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of The Coloniol Wil l iomsburg
Foundotion.)
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This year send FUNDAMENTALIST JOURNAL for
Christmas-a blessing to give and a joy to
receive... l l  t imes a yearl
For faster service call toll free l-8oo-44&sfin.
Ttrere's just bear-lyenough time to
finish your Christmas hbppingl
.. . What could be easier to give and nicer to
receive at Christmas than a gift subscription to
FITNDA}IENTALIST JOURNALT imely articles
will keep your friends informed on current events
and their impact on the church and family. Each
issue helps provide spiritualguidance with prac-
tical applications to challenge and motivate Chris-
tians in their dailv walk.
Shimei's Dust
Santa Claus-who needs himl With
all the prosperity preachers on televi-
sion these days the old boy in the red
suit has been replaced by guys in flow-
ing clerical robes who can compete
with slogans l ike: "Trust God." "Pray
through." "Expect a miracle." "Turn
your obstacles into opportunities."
Now I know they don't mean to im-
olv that all one has to do is believe and
iv-erything wil l be fine, but it sure
sounds that way. "Blessed are the
poor" is not exactly one of their lavor-
ite texts. When it is used, the emphasis
is always placed on becoming rich and
the result of beins blessed!
Self-denial, humility, and virtue are
becoming rare qualit ies in twentieth-
century American religious l ife. "Take
up your cross daily" is being replaced
by a religious materialism that turns
God into Santa Claus, or worse-a
game show host. "Pray these prayers
and get all this stuff," keeps leaking
through the rhetoric.
Prosperous Christians cannot com-
prehend the reality ol being poor. To
many of us "poverty" is losing a hub-
cap off our new car or discovering a
leak in the roof of our other house at
the lake.
Christian materialism, even when
wrapped in the swaddling clothes of
Conservative theology, is a long way
from the Baby in the manger and Mary
del iver ing her  Chi ld  in  a barn.  Even
Jesus '  reminder to His would-be d is-
ciples-that He had no place to lay His
head-seems to lall on deaf ears these
days.
Shimei
A foremost exponent.. 
As a charter subscriber to Funda-
mentalist Journal and the recipient of
over 600 other religious periodicals by
mail, I must rank your publication
among the most relevant, balanced,
and spiritually alive voices on the reli-
gious scene.
The lournal is getting better and
better. My religious periodical collec-
tion consisting of I 1,600 different titles
is proud to include it as a foremost ex-
ponent of the saving gospel of our Lord
Jesus Christ.
You've hooked me from now on!
Claude L. Chilton
Glendale. Arizona
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Grateful .  .
I am grateful to the staffof Funda-
mentalist Journal for such an excellent
and thought-provoking magazine to
help me in my spiritual life.
I also want to extend my gratitude
for your concern for our new genera-
tion. My prayer is that you keep on
educating the general public, so they
will be able to deal with today's impor-
tant issues.
Samuel G. Wayongar
Monrovia, Liberia
Insightful. . .
I was very impressed with "Widow,
The Last Name Anybody Wants," by
Irene S. Larson (October). As a pastor,
I counsel women who have suffered
such a tragedy. The insight of this
article makes it valuable to a newly
widowed woman.
C. H. Couey, Pastor
South Dade Baptist Church
Homestead, Florida
Interesting and educational.. .
I have enjoyed my subscription to
the Fundamentalist lournal. The ar-
ticles in your top-quality magazine are
necessary to being an informed Chris-
tian. I specifically appreciated the
Special Report on South Africa in the
October issue. It is such a wonderful
feeling to be truly informed of the facts
rather than to be ignorant of them!
Thank you for such an interesting,
educational magazine.
Dan Lehman, Associate Pastor
Grayson Bible Baptist Church
Sherman. Texas
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Earn A Degree!
o Bethany allows you to remain in your
present ministry while earning your
oegree,
. Bethany offers quality education, is
fundamental and Baptist in doctrine.
. One may earn either the ASSOCIATE,
BACHEIOR, MASTER or DOCTORAIE
degree through the Off-Campus
Program.
o Resident classes are available at the
Dothan Campus-tuition at a minimum.
o Credit is given for previous college
work and life experience.
Write or Callfor Free Information
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SEMINARY AND BIBLE COLLEGE
PO. Box 1944
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(205) 793-3189
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II -l media and serving as a new generation
of reporters, editors, and anchormen.
They are preparing for professional
careers as doctors and lawyers in
some of the most prestigious schools
in America, embarking upon a per-
sonal mission to impact, with Christian
values and ethics, the operating rooms,
clinics, courtrooms, and legislatures
of America. Each graduate has been
trained to personally evangelize and
disciple others.
They are making their mark in the
ranks of professional athletics and can
be seen hitting home runs for the Pitts-
burgh Pirates, scoring touchdowns for
the Cleveland Browns, and shooting
baskets for professional teams. The
voice of Liberty is being heard through-
out America and around the world.
Graduates are going out into all fields
of service with a strong commitment
to effect change and make a difference.
But there must be more of them.
There has probably never been a
college in the history of American
higher education that has achieved so
much in so short a span of time. Yet
Liberty has moved into a new arena
where its achievements and graduates
are no longer measured against those
of small liberal arts colleges. Instead,
Liberty must now compete with and
surpass the major universities of the
world while simultaneously holding
true to its sacred trust. Hundreds of
graduates are now carrying those ideals
into all walks of life around the world.
However, to significantly impact the
world will require much more. Thou-
sands of graduates must go out from
Liberty each year, committed to those
same purposes and carrying with them
that same keen vision for a better
tomorrow.
Liberty endeavors to one day be-
come'a worldclass Christian university
of 50,000 students. Momentum is build-
ing and the future is bright. Plateaus
have been reached and Liberty stands
at the threshold of becoming one of the
truly great universities in America,
training a new generation of leaders
for the twenty-first century. I
Ltun, has moved
into a new arena and
must compete with and
surpass malor
universities while
holding true to its
sacred trust,
its College of Arts and Sciences and its
academic schools of Business and Gov-
ernment Affairs, Religion, Communica-
tions, Education, and Lifel.nng lrarning.
Graduate programs are now offered at
the master's level, and by 1988 the first
doctoral program will be in place. Also
planned for the future are schools of
law, engineering, and medicine.
The 1971 make-shift dormitories
and rented classroom buildings have
been replacedby 47 new buildings on
a beautiful, rolling 4,400-acre campus
nestled in the foothills of the Blue
Ridge Mountains.
Liberty University is also fully ac-
credited by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools and has 16
intercollegiate athletic programs in
which men and women compete at the
NCAA Division I and II levels.
The 206-member faculty, 50 per-
cent of whom have earned doctorates,
are al l  Bible-bel ieving Christ ian
scholars who support the ideas penned
in the American Constitution and nur-
ture such concepts as traditional family
values and free enterprise.
In corporate board rooms, in hospi
tals, in cancer research centers, in class-
rooms, in the pulpits of 800 churches,
and in the military, numbers of Liberty
graduates are making decisions that
count. They are infiltrating the Liberal
Training Leaders for the Twenty-First Century
ince the founding of America's
first college in 1636, this country
has always held her institutions
of higher learning in great esteem. She
has entrusted them with the care and
develonment of her most valuable
,eso,r.t., her youth.
American people have founded col-
leges as a means of achieving lofty
ideals. They have sought, through
higher education, to pass on the wis-
dom of the ages, to cultivate the in-
tellect, to preserve the faith of our
fathers, to develop sound character,
and to advance our society. They have
sacrificially committed their time and
resources to preserve these American
ideals through higher education, con-
stituting no Iess than a sacred trust
between the American people and the
institutions desisned to serve them.
Yet, Americarihigher education has
accumulated a long history of violating
that trust and forgetting those lofty
ideals. Public confidence in higher
education has waned, but the American
people have not changed. They still
honor those lofty ideals and believe
that American society can be advanced
through higher education. They still
seek leaders who, prepared to make
their vision a reality, will represent he
mind and the spirit of the American
people. They still search for institu-
tions with which they can reestablish
that sacred trust.
Just 15 years ago we began prep-
arations for the building of a Christ-
centered university. We wanted to pro-
vide an education for young people
entering the ministry, and offer the
best possible training in areas of law,
business, medicine, education, psy-
chology, music, art, and so forth. The
founding of Liberty University has ig-
nited the hopes and imaginations of
people throughout America and around
the world.
In 1985 the student body has grown
to 6,929 students, who have come to
Liberty from all 50 states and 34 for-
eign countries, The college, which in
May of 1985 became Liberty University,
offers 75 major fields of study through
lO Fundomentolist Journol $
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FUNDAMENTALISM ODAY
Restoring a Fallen Brother
by Edward Dobson
omeone has said that Funda-
mentalists have a tendency to
crucify our l iving saints, wor-
ship our dead ones, and shoot our
wounded. This is most clearly demon-
strated in the last area-our response,
or lack of it, to those who have been
wounded. We wrap our arms of love
and acceptance around the drug addict
and the prostitute who come to Christ,
but "pass by on the other side" when
a fallen brother or spiritual leader suc-
cumbs to the temptations of Satan. We
treat these fallen brothers as if they
have leprosy and leave them isolated
from the protection arrd care of the
church. In so doing, we are no better
than the Priest and the Levite, who in
self-righteous pride passed by the man
who had been robbed. Somehow we
have ignored a theology of restoration.
What is our responsibil i ty to fallen
Chr is t ians ?
Repentance. Almost every week I
t a l k  w i t h  Ch r i s r i ans ,  n rany  o [  whom
are leaders,  who have ru ined and [or-
feited their positions of leadership
because of sin. They find themselves
rejected by the people they have helped
and loved. They do not know where to
turn or what to do. How can we heln
thern? Fi rs t ,  we must  counsel  them t f
a place of repentance. A person who
does not repent cannot be restored.
Rather, he must be disciplined bv the
chu rch .  He  mus t  con fess  t he  s in  and
develop a resolute determination that
wil l protect him from sinning in that
area again.
Second, he must accept God's for-
giveness. A Christian who gt-,es rhrough
major failures has a diff icult t ime ac-
cepting the grace and forgiveness of
God. He has a tendencv to punish him-
sel f  and to leel  gui l ty  and useless lor
the cause of Christ. Questions flood his
mind. How can I face mv familv and
chi ldren ? How can I  face other  Chr is-
tians rvho know? How many people
know? Who wil l be the next to find
out? Settl ing these questions wil l take
time, and he must f irst settle his rela-
tionship to God. God forgives and
rorgets.
l2 Fundomentolist Journol $
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fallen Christian
have somewhere
As pastors, we must be wil l ing to ac-
cept him and help him rebuild.
This requi res a maximum commit-
ment of t ime and spiritual energy. In
the early stage of the aftermath of the
tragedy, the restoration process wil l
most certainly necessitate daily meet-
ings to talk and pray. It wil l require a
listening ear and a sensitive spirit. The
hurting brother must be convinced
that he can depend upon you to l isten,
pray, encourage, and give direction.
The second obligation is accounta-
bil i ty.The fallen brother must be made
accountable to someone or to several
people. These people wil l help him re-
build his l i fe brick by brick. They wil l
not only console, they wil l also correct.
This process may take months-some-
times years.
Restoration. God's desire for resto-
ration is evident. "Brethren, if a man
be overtaken in a fault. ve which are
spi r i tua l ,  restore such an one in the
spirit of meekness; considering thyself,
lest  thou a lso be tempted" (Gal .  6 :1) .
Can a spiritual leader who sins be
restored again to spiritual leadership?
Yesl While it may not be a position in
the same place or the same level of in-
fluence, G<-rd can give him a fruitful
place of service and spiritual leader-
ship. David committed adultery and
murder. He wrote the 51st Psalm after
both events. Peter swore and denied
his Lord. Less than two months later
he preached at Pentecost. These are liv-
ing testimonies to the forgiveness and
restoration of a gracious God. How can
we as His people and church treat each
other anv differentlv?
The time has come to stop shooting
our wounded, to reject self-righteous
judgmentalism,to bind up their wounds
and pour the oil of healing on their
hurt. The time has come to demon-
strate the love that is to characterize
all our relationships. We may be ac-
cused of minimizing sin. We may be
accused of compromise. Our motives
may be maligned. But we must do i l
because it is the right thing to do.
Remember, but by the grace of God,
we could be that wounded soldier! I
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must
to go and someone
to talk to, He does not
need condemnation, he
needs consolation.
In  deal ing wi th s in,  the issue of
public confession is always raised.
Should a spiritual leader confess his
sin publicly? The story of Joseph and
Mary gives us a biblical answer. When
Joseph discovered Mary to be preg-
nant, assuming her to be guilty of un-
faithfulness, and being a righteous
man, he was "not wil l ing to make her
a public example," but was "minded to
put  her  away pr iv i ly"  (Mat t .  1 :19) .
Sin must be dealt with in as pri-
vate a wav as oossible. The circle of
confession should be l imited to those
who must knorv because they are the
ones who can help rebui ld  the fa l len
brother. Beyond that, no one else needs
to know. But if the leader is unrepen-
l an t ,  t he  s i n  mus t  be  dea l t  w i t h  pub -
l i c l y  ( l  T im .  5 :20 ) .
Rebuilding. Paul reminds us of the
obligation of the church to "warn them
that are unrulv, comfort the feeble-
minded, suppoit the weak, be patient
toward a l l  men" (1 Thess.  5:14) .  The
church has an obligation to help the
fallen brother. When the pieces of our
lives have broken apart, we need the
encouragement of others the most, and
oftentimes that is when we receive it
the least .
We havc two obl igat ions to exer-
c ise.  F i rs t ,  we must  be accessib le.We
must be there to help. A fallen Chris-
tian must have somewhere to so and
someone to talk to. He does n<-,t need
condemnation, he needs consolation.
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FUNDAMENTATS IN FCCUS
Did Jesus Really Claim to Be God?
by Wayne A. Brindle
t'Wi3i."1:::li*;fl:{
question, he laughed, for the picture of
a fly pondering what it is going to
make of an elephant has comic ele-
ments about it. "The real question," he
said, "is not what we are to make of
Christ, but what is He to make of us?"
Nevertheless, throughout the his-
tory of the church many have raised
the questions, "Who was Jesus Christ?
H, claimed to be the
Son of God, at the right
hand of power, and the
Son of Man who would
come on the clouds
Did He really claim to be who the
church has made Him out to be?"
When I became a Christian, an
agnostic asked me a startling question:
"You realize, don't you, that Jesus
Christ never claimed to be God?" When
we look at the Gospels, we discover
that Jesus did indeed claim to be God,
and He was clearly understood by those
who heard Him to be claiming deity.
Jesus as the "I AM." The ohrase "I
am" appears in the Old Testament in
several places, with significant mean-
ing. In Isaiah 45:18 "I am" represents
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of heaven.
"Jehovah." Frequently the statement
"I am he" is translated "I am" (Isa.
4l:4; 43 10;46:4). The expression was
an alternate way of saying, "I am Je-
hovah," and means "I am he"; it is a
way of expressing that He is the only
God. In Isaiah "I am he" is always
spoken by Jehovah. If anyone else uses
the phrase, it is a falde and presump-
tuous claim to be equal with God.
The origin of "I am" may be traced
to Exodus 3:14, where God said that
His name was "I am" or "I am that I
am." By the time of Isaiah it had be-
come a fixed formula. Jesus told the
Jews in Jerusalem, "If ye believe not
that I am he, ye shall die in your sins"
(John 8:24).
Often, Jesus gives no predicate for
the phrase "I arn," either in the sentence
or in the context. Most interpreters rec-
ognize this as a use by Jesus of the
tetragrammaton (YHWH or Jehovah),
the personal name of God, for Himself.
When the Jews declared that Jesus'
offer of eternal Iife could not possibly
be valid, since even Abraham died and
Jesus was certainly not greater than
Abraham, Jesus immediately disputed
their assumptions. "Before Abraham
was," He said, " I am" (John 8:58). The
reference is unmistakably to the divine
name of God.
Jesus claimed eternal existence, the
selfcxistence that belongs to God alone.
God applied this same phrase to Him-
self (Exod. 3:14). His mode of existence
is an eternal present without beginning
and without end, and this is Jesus'
claim for Himself.
He sets up a double contrast with
Abraham-a contrast of duration and
mode of existence. "Abraham was"; "I
am." Abraham "came to be," came into
existence; "I am" eternal. "I am" is the
claim to an existence above history and
time, an existence "with God" (see
John l:l). It is not that Jesus is greater
than Abraham, but that He does not
compare at all. The "I am" was not
used to compare Jesus with Abraham,
but was to assert His deity.
In John l3:19, Jesus warns His dis-
ciples of something before it happens,
so "that when it is come to pass, ye
may believe that I am he." Jesus had
spent several years sharing His identity
with the disciples, and this particular
demonstration of His omniscience
would give them further proof of His
deity and cause them to believe even
more deeply.
When Jesus is arrested (John 18:5-8)
and He identifies Himself by saying, "I
am," or "It is I," it is not only self-
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identification on Jesus'part, but an in-
tentional assertion of the divine name.
Even in the other Gospels the same is
true. When Jesus says that "many shall
come in my name, saying, I am" (Mark
13:6), can He not mean the same thing?
Jesus reserves this name for Himself;
only pretenders would use it other-
wise. With such expressions Jesus un-
mistakably claims to be God.
Jesus as one with the Father. In
John 10:28, Jesus claims in effect to be
H, could have avoided
Crucifixion simply
by denying His deity,
But instead he chose
to make it clear,
all-powerful. He attributes the same
kind of omnipotence to the Father,
Then, in verse 30, Jesus explains the
basis for this unity of power: "I and my
Father are one."
The word translated "one" does not
refer to a singleness of person between
Jesus and the Father, but a "unity of
essence," an identity of substance. Nor
does it speak of mere unity of purpose;
Jesus claims to be in the Father and
the Father in Him (John 17:21).
We know that the Jews understood
Jesus' claim to deity, because they at-
tempted to kill Him for blasphemy
(John l0:31). He was making Himself
God (10:33). He did not deny it.
Jesus as the Son of God. At Jesus'
first trial, the high priest could get no
answer from Jesus, so he put Him
under oath (Matt. 26:63)and asked Him
directly, "Tell us whether thou be the
Christ, the Son of God." And under oath
Jesus responded, "Thou hast said. . . .
Hereafter ye shall see the Son of man
sitting on the right hand of power, and
coming in the clouds of heaven" (v.64).
Not only did Jesus answer that He was
indeed the Christ, the Son of God, He
also made definite assertions of His
divine identity.
He claimed to be the Son of God, the
one who would sit at the right hand of
power, and the Son of Man who would
come on the clouds of heaven. The
Sanhedrin, the Jewish court, caught all
three points, and the high priest re-
sponded by tearing his garments and
saying, "What further need have we of
witnesses ?"
Jesus was tried not for what He had
done, but for who He was. He could
have avoided His Crucifixion simply by
denying His deity once and for all. But
instead He chose to make it clear. And
instead of accepting His statement on
oath that He was who He claimed to
be, the priests used it to execute Him.
As Jesus was baptized by John in
the Jordan River, a voice out of the
heavens aid, "This is my beloved Son,
in whom I am well pleased" (Matt. 3:17).
At the Transfiguration a voice from
heaven declared to three of the dis-
ciples, "This is my beloved Son . . . hear
ye him" (Matt. 17:5-7). Jesus accepted
this announcement for what it was-
the testimony of God. This was the
highest witness given to Jesus' son-
ship, apart from His self-testimony.
Satan and his demons used "Son of
God" as their most common designa-
tion for Jesus. When Satan came to
Jesus, he prefaced his first two temp-
tations with the phrase, "If thou be the
Son of God" (Matt. 4:3-7).
The demons also knew Jesus to be
"the Son of God" (Mark 3:11-12). They
identified Him publicly (Luke 4:41),
and Jesus never denied their testimony.
In Mark 5:7-8 the demon called Jesus
the "Son of the most high God."
Jesus also accepted the "Son of
God" title from His disciples. After
Jesus walked on the water and the
wind ceased, the disciples said to Him,
"Of a truth thou art the Son of God"
(Matt. 14:33), In answer to Jesus' ques-
tion, "Who say ye that I am?" Peter
responded, "Thou art the Christ, the
Son of the Iiving God" (Matt. 16:16-17).
Jesus responded with the words:
"Flesh and blood hath not revealed it
unto thee, but my Father which is in
heaven." Jesus impressed His disciples
with the fact of His deitv. and He ac-
cepted the title "Son of God" as being
a direct revelation from God.
Nathanael's first response to Jesus
was "Rabbi, thou art the Son of God"
(John 1:49). Jesus accepted this title,
and implied that this was only the be-
ginning of faith: "Because I said unto'
thee, I saw thee under the fig tree,
believest hou? Thou shalt see greater
things'than these" (John I:50), Martha
said to Jesus, "I believe that thou art
the Christ, the Son of God, which should
come into the world" (John l1:27). This
was apparently the kind of faith that
Jesus was looking for from her; He ac-
cepted it as an accurate description of
Himself.
IColl Joy or Ron for help, Joy Cole, Director
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Jesus is worshiped as God. The Old
Testament forbids worship of anyone
but God (Exod. 20:l-4; Deut. 5:6-9). Men
were not to accept worship (Acts 14:15)
and even angels refused to be wor-
shiped (Rev. 22:8-9). Yet Jesus received
worship on various occasions without
rebuking His worshipers.
When Jesus walked on the water,
those who "were in the ship came and
worshipped him" (Matt. 14:33). When
a recently healed man was cast out of
the temple, Jesus found him and intro-
duced Himself as the Son of Man. The
man immediately "worshipped him"
(John 9:38). In effect Jesus was saying
to the excommunicated man, "If they
will not Iet you worship God in the
temple, worship Him in Me here on
this city pavement."
When the resurrected Jesus showed
Himself to the women who came to the
tomb, they "held him by the feet, and
worshipped him" (Matt. 28:9). Jesus
had used the same term when he told
Satan, "It is written, Thou shalt wor-
ship the Lord thy God, and him only
shalt thou serve" (Matt.4:10). When the
disciples later met Christ on the moun-
tain in Galilee, thev immediately wor-
We unwrap it
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shiped Him (Matt. 28:17). He responded
by proclaiming His own sovereignty
and authority.
Contrast these actions of Christ
with the actions of some of the apostles.
Peter refused to be worshiped by Cor-
nelius (Acts 10:25-26), and Paul and
Barnabas refused to be worshiped by
the people of Lystra (Acts 14:15-18).
They surely recognized that Jesus alone
is God and worthy of worship.
J esus placed Himself
by the side of the Father
and the Spirit
as constituting one God,
Jesus as equal with God. Jesus
claimed to be eaual with God when He
said, "For the Son of man is Lord even
of the sabbath day" (Matt. l2:8). God
created the Sabbath; only God is Lord
of the Sabbath.
Jesus claimed that His own words
were eternal:'"My words shall not pass
away" (Matt. 24:35; see Isa. 40:8). Jesus
told the disciples to baptize the nations
"in the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Ghost" (Matt.
28:19). He thus placed Himself by the
side of the Father and the Spirit as
tosether with them constitutins the
oni God, as equal in all respects io the
Father and the Spirit.
In explaining why He healed on the
Sabbath, Jesus said, "My Father work-
eth hitherto, and I work" (John 5:17-18).
This aroused the Jews' anger for two
reasons: Jesus was calling God His
own Father, and Jesus was making
Himself equal with God (v.18). Jesus
wanted all to "honour the Son, even as
they honour the Father" (John 5:23).
Jesus here claimed, even demanded,
the right for worship as God.
Jesus claimed, "If ye had known
me, ye should have known my Father
also" (John 8:19). Jesus put faith in
Himself on a level with faith in God,
when He said, "Believe in God, believe
also in me" (John 14:l). To know Jesus
fully is to know God.
On being asked by Philip to show
the Father to the disciples, Jesus re-
sponded, "Have I been so long time
with you, and yet hast thou not known
me, Philip? He that hath seen me hath
seen the Father" (John l4:9). Philip
asked Him to show them GOD; Jesus
rebuked him for ignorance of Himself.
What Philip asked revealed his ignor-
ance of what he saw-God Himself.
Jesus claimed the authority to for-
give sins (Matt.9:2-7). The Jews recog-
nized that only God can forgive sins
(Mark 2:7), and certainly no one can
forsive sins committed asainst God ex-
cep't God Himself. So ihey accused
Jesus of blaspheming when He said to
the paralytic, "Thy sins be forgiven
thee." The subsequent healing of the
paralytic served to prove His authority.
Jesus even claimed to be sinless
(John 8:46). His attitude was, "You, to
whom I am talking, are all sinners,"
and He never remotely suggested that
this same thing could be said against
Him. Repentance is never seen in the
life of Jesus. He never cried a tear of
penitence, never cried for forgiveness,
and never admitted a fault. Even His
prayers asserted His sinlessness.
Did Jesus claim to be God? Jesus
was never regarded as simply a moral
teacher. C. S. Lewis wrote that "He did
not produce that effect on any of the
people who actually met Him. He pro-
duced mainly three effects-Hatred-
Terror-Adoration." The consistent
reaction of the Jewish leaders was to
charge Jesus with blasphemy, which
ultimately led to His Crucifixion (Mark
2:6-7; John 5:18; 8:59; 10:31,33; l9:7;
Matt. 26:65; 27 :40,43).
If Christ did not claim to be coeoual
with God, He then deliberately allowed
the Jews to kill Him for what He never
claimed-to kill Him for a mutual mis-
take, which He could have rectified
by even once distinctly repudiating
His deity.
Jesus affirmed His deity and equal-
ity with God, and took for Himself pre-
rogatives appropriate only to such a
position. Jesus accepted and even en-
couraged the titles appropriate only
for God. The reaction of many who
heard Him shows that they also under-
stood that He was claiming to be God.
There is no parallel in other reli-
gions. The idea of a great moral teacher
saying what Christ said is out of the
question. In light of the fact that the
apostles clearly distinguished between
their words and the words of Jesus, the
conclusion that Jesus claimed to be the
almighty God Himself is inescapable.
I Wayne A. Brindle is assistant pro-
fessor of biblical studies at Liberty
University, Lynchburg, Virginia. He is
a Th.D. candidate at Dallas Theological
Seminary, Dallas, Texas.
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t h, Christmas! This festive sea-
A son of merriment and gratitude
I lhas been celebrated throughout
the world for nearly 2,000 years. Surely
the Christiras tree, carols, Yule logs
and turkey dinners have been with us
since the days of our Founding Fathers.
Right? Wrong.
The American Christmas has been
shaped by the Puritans and Pilgrims,
Italians, Poles, Latins, Lutheran Ger-
mans, and Catholic Irish. Christmas to-
day is a crystallization of miracles and
presents, reindeer and camels, reli-
gion and commercialism. How did our
Christmas traditions evolve?
Christopher Columbus was the first
personto receive gifts duringthe Christ-
mas season in America, after his ship
entered the port of Bohio on the island
of Haiti, on December 6. American colo-
nists first celebrated Christmas here
150 years later.
The Jamestown settlers spent their
first Christmas within sight of their
homes, having set sail for the New
World on December 19,1606. Although
many of them were ill, Captain John
Smith reported that they "made the
best cheer they could." After arriving
in America, Captain Smith spent his
first Christmas a captive of the Indian
chief Powhatan.
The Jamestown settlers later made
friends with the Indians, and John
Smith wrote of one Christmas they
shared: "The extreme winds, rayne,
frost and snow caused us tokeeo Christ-
mas among the savages, *here *e
weere never more merrv. nor fed on
more plenty of good Oysters, Fish,
Flesh, Wild Fowl and good bread, nor
Tn rrtrrr,* nrought
barrels full of ivy,
holly, and laurel
on the Mayflower,
never had better fires in England."
Because there were no women in the
colony during the early years, and only
20 in 1609, no real Christmas celebra-
tions were held before 1619, when 90
women arrived in the settlement.
As Jamestown prospered, the En-
glish settlers became known for their
hospitality and Christmas merriment.
The pleasure-loving Englishmen brought
such customs as the ringing of bells,
burning a Yule log, playing games, and
singing carols. Evergreens decorated
their homes and churches, and candles
in abundance shone through the night.
The Puritan settlements, however,
frowned on the celebration of what
they considered to be a pagan festival.
The Puritans did not object to the cele-
bration of the Tide of Christ as long as
that celebration was in the proper
spirit. But the pagan customs associ-
ated with the Tide of Yule included
stage shows, caroling, gaming, and
other mer4'rnaking. When the Puritans
realized that the celebrations of Christ
and Yule had been inseparably inter-
twined, they cast out the entire holiday.
In order to thoroughly purify the
custom, the Puritans planned hard
work lor Christmas Day and passed a
law forbidding the celebration of Christ-
mas. By 1659 the General Court of
Massachusetts felt it necessary to enact
a law establishing a fine of five shillings
for those who observed Christmas Day.
They repealed the law in 1681, but not
until December 8, 1686, was a Christ-
mas service conducted in Boston under
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Iof Christmas."
"Tt, family, the story,
the carol, and the gift,
These four when divested
secularistic trappings
legal sanction. For many, Christmas
became a time of self-denial. No New
England college had a Christmas holi-
day in 1847, and Christmas was a work-
day until 1856. As late as 1870 schools
held classes on December 25.
The atmosphere in New England
changed gradually, but not until 1856
was the day made a legal holiday in
Massachusetts. Unlike the Puritans, the
Pilgrims, who had lived in Holland be-
fore coming to the New World, caught
the spirit of Christmas and brought
barrels full of ivy, holly, and laurel on
the Mayflower. These were used to
decorate tables and weave wreaths for
the children at Christmastime.
The Dutch settlers were enthusiastic
in their celebration of Christmas. In
1654 the City Fathers voted to "ad-journ" from December 14th to January
15th for the holiday season. The gabled
homes of the Dutch were trimmed with
evergreens and they celebrated with
gifts, trees, and feasts of turkey, pud-
ding, and pie.
Moravian households in Pennsyl-
vania prepared the traditional Kuem-
melbroad, sugar cake, mince pies, and
Christmas cookies. On Christmas Eve
families attended the "love feast" at
the church, where a good-size bun and
large cup of coffee were served to all
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as a token of fellowship. Before the
end of the service, lighted wax candles
on large trays were brought into the
church and a candle was passed to
each person to remind him of the com-
of their present
grve us the pure
Christian element
ing of the One who is the Light of the
World.
Church attendance was an accepted
part of Christmas Day observances,
and servants were given the day off to
attend services. Following the service,
groups of friends would wend their
way to the homes of neighbors and
share in traditional Christmas feasts.
Prolonged visits were popular. It was
also an ideal time for weddings. George
Washington married the widow Martha
Curtis on Twelfth Night, January 6, in
1759, and Thomas Jefferson married
Martha Skelton on New Year's Day in
1772.
During the terrible days of the war
at Valley Forge, Washington and his
men faced starvation and cold on
Christmas. But it has been recorded
that a day or so before Christmas the
steward was able to purchase cabbage,
turnips, and potatoes. There was some
meat and fowl, but no eggs, milk, flour,
tea, or coffee. The Christmas dinner
was scanty, but one Washington and
his men appreciated.
After the close of the war in 1783.
the Washingtons returned home to
Mount Vernon to celebrate Christmas
as they had done in earlier days.
Santa Claus was not part of a Co-
Ionial Christmas. Gifts were limited
to tokens of appreciation to servants
on the day after Christmas-Saint
Stephen's Day-and occasional pres-
ents for children on New Year's Day.
Volleys of musket fire and cannon
were common during the holiday sea-
son in Jamestown and Williamsburg;
this practice evolved into shooting
firecrackers on Christmas Eve and
Christmas morning.
The first Christmas trees in America
were found in the German Moravian
church's communal settlement at Beth-
lehem, Pennsylvania, in 1747. These
were not real evergreen trees, but the
European style of wooden pyramids
covered with evergreen boughs. The
trees were decorated with popcorn
chains, gilded nuts, frosted cookies,
paper dolls, ribbons, berries, straw-
berries, peaches, and other fruits.
Small candles in gilded egg cups shone
in the quiet darkness.
Not everyone was thrilled with this
new innovation. In 1883 a New York
Times editor criticized the tree, calling
it "a rootless and lifeless corpse-
never worthy of the day." He predicted
that the Christmas tree would fade in
popularity while the more traditional
Christmas stocking would endure.
No matter how you feel about Santa
Claus, commercialism, and Christmas
trees, do not miss the central elements
of the Tide of Christ. ln 1949 John Tate
wrote, "The family, the story, the carol
and the gift. These four when divested
of their present secularistic trappings
give us the pure Christian element of
Christmas. I do believe that quite a
case can be made for a thoroughly en-
joyable Christmas with every whit as
much spirit and color using only these
four ingredients."
Take those four ingredients, add
whatever traditions you please from
our rich heritage, and enjoy the season
to its fullest.
Eurrgrrrn, decorated
their homes and
churches, and candles
T
I
in abundance shone
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George and Martha Washington
enjoyed Chrisfrnas in the Virginia tra-
dition. Washington's Christmas list
for Martha's children is interesting:
For Master Curtis, eight years old:
A small Bible neatly bound in
Turkey and John Parke Curtis
wrote in gilt letters on the in-
side of the cover
A neat small prayer book as
above
For Miss Curtis, six years old:
One fashionably dressed doll to
cost a guinea
One doll at five shillings
A box of gingerbread toys and
sugar images and comfits
A neat small Bible bound in
Turkey and Martha Parke Curtis
wrote in the inside in gilt letters
A small prayer book neat and in
the same manner
Washington neverlost sight of the
real meaning of Christmas through
the merriment and entertainment.
In a book he had copied the follow-
lng poem:
Assist me, Muse divine! to Sing
the Morn,
On which the Saviour of Man-
kind was born;
But oh! what Numbers to
the Theme can rise?
Unless kind Angels aid me
from the Skies!
Methinks I see the tunefull
Host descend,
And with officious Joy the
Scene attend!
Hark, by their Hymns di-
rected on the Road,
Thb Gladsome Shepherds find
the nascent God!
And view the Infant conscious
of his Birth,
Smiling bespeak Salvation to
the Earth!
by Glenna Fields
In the spirit of sharing, we bringyou
three special Christmases remembered
by members of the Fundamentalist
Journal staff and told to Glenna Fields.
These true stories express the warm
family love that is the essence of our
celebration of the Birth of the Saviour.
Tl illy and I peered into the
K. holidav window of the de-
t -, oartment store. The excite-
ment of t"^"ing the beautiful Christmas
lights and snow etched around the win-
dowpane was heightened by our
mutually shared secret.
This Christmas Eve was different
from any we had experienced before.
A few weeks earlier, Mom and Dad had
sat down with us and painfully ex-
plained how the year had been es-
pecially tough for Dad. There was very
litt le money.
"Well, I guess we can still count our
blessings," Mom explained. "Our best
friends, the Holsons, are having a
harder time financially than we are."
"Why don't we give the Holsons a
special Christmas?" chimed in Bil ly,
my younger brother. "Robbie and I
don't need any presents. Besides, we
always get money in otrr cards from
our aunts and uncles."
After much assurance that we
would rather give the Holsons a good
Christmas, and that we would not miss
having gifts for Christmas, Mom and
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,Aftr, muclr assarance
that we would not miss
hauing gifts, Mom and
Dad agreed to use their
Iittle bit of money
for a needy family.
Dad agreed to use their l i tt le bit of
money for that needy family. I could
tell, though, that not having money to
spend on us kids was bothering them.
Mom didn't know it, but I had seen her
sitting up at night knitting caps. I was
sure they were for Billy and me.
Now it was our turn. We had taken
the money from our Christmas cards,
and Mom was letting us "go shopping
for ourselves." She seemed a l itt le
eased that at least we would have a few
gifts for Christmas. But Billy and I had
a better idea. Inside the store we
checked out every item.
"Robbie! Look!" Bil ly exclaimed.
"Mom would love this necklace!"
"Yeah, and look at this neat pen I
found for Dad," I added.
Digging into my jeans pocket, I
found our gift money and paid the
clerk. Tucking our precious gifts under
our jackets, we ran home. Sleep
escaped us that night, and we were up
at dawn to put the packages under the
tree.
That Christmas was the best of all.
The tree was not laden with packages-
there were only four-the two blue wool
caps Mom had made for us, and the
necklace and pen. But the surprise on
our parents' faces as they opened the
unexpected gifts could not have been
more radiant if the room had been
filled with presents. The joy we shared
that day taught us why it is more
blessed to give than to receive.
Oh, we did receive-two beautiful,
hand-knitted caps from loving parents
who had the wisdom to allow us to
Iearn the true spirit of Christmas.
Into our hearts that day a Child was
truly born.
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usk was approaching as the
first feathery flakes of snow
began si f t ing their  way
through the naked branches of the
maple trees. "Hey, Mom! It's snowingl"
I yelled on my way out the door. I hoped
it would be a "real snow," transforming
the bland winter landscape into a white,
ribbon-smooth wonderland.
Back inside, I pressed my nose
against the cold window. Oh, how I
hoped-and even whispered a childish
prayer-that this Christmas Eve would
bring piles and piles of snow to play
in when my cousins were gathered at
Grandma's house tonight. The snow-
covered ground relieved my young
mind as I pondered the possibil i ty of
Santa Claus and the problems he might
have landing his sleigh on the roof.
Mom worked like an elf in her
fragrant kitchen preparing special
dishes to take to Grandma's. The
pungent smells of pies and cakes were
not what lured me from my seat at the
window where I had been nearly count-
ing the flakes in my anxiousness. In-
creasingly large, downy crystals were
dropping in silent softness, covering the
once-green earth and bringing a glow to
the aging afternoon. I grabbed a coat
and gloves and bounded outside to
catch the flakes on my arm and hand.
The intricately beautiful snowflakes fell
in nonrepeating patterns onto the dark
fabric of my winter attire. I was awed
by their beauty. My young heart
wondered how anyone could deny the
God of such complex handiwork.
By the time we started for Grand-
ma's house, the road was thickly
covered with snow. Relatives from four
generations came to Grandma's door,
their arms loaded with gifts and food.
They good-humoredly joked about get-
ting stuck at Grandma's if the snow did
not quit. With spirits high, they stomped
the snow from their feet and shook the
melting crystals from their hair.
Christmas Eve dinner was soon
ready. Extra-tall blue candles sparkled
in the center of the overburdened table.
A huge ham and fat turkey presided
over the bowls and platters of accom-
panying dishes and desserts. Finally
everyone filtered into the living room.
Uncles and aunts passed out piles of
presents, The living room was sud-
denly waist high in wrapping paper.
But as exciting as the gifts were,
something more enchanting beckoned.
L ike a chi ld-snatcher ,  the snow
magnetically drew my cousins and me
outside. The boys flung fireworks and
sparklers into the flake-filled air while
the rest of us went hopping through the
snow, making deep tracks where no one
else had traveled. Down the hill and
through the neighborhood we scurried,
stopping where the snow was especially
smooth to lie flat on our backs, fanning
our arrns and legs to make "snow angel"
pictures. I wished the dream-come-
true evening would never end. But
soon the relatives packed one by one
into their snow-covered cars and dis-
appeared into the wintry evening.
I do not recall what nresents I re-
ceived lor  Chr is tmas.  but  indel ib lv
etched in my memory is  a per feCt
Christmas Eve when God overlaid my
world with the beautv of snow and a
house full of loving family. I could not
have asked for more.
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hen two big Christmas wish
books came to our house,
my first reaction was to
grab them, flip to the toy sections, and
make the customary Iong list any 8-year-
When we unwrap
one of indepen-
dent Baptist's
greatest offers
yet.
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old boy would make. But sensing that
our family was in an unusual situation,
I pretended the wish books really didn't
interest me.
Dad had barely recuperated from a
life-threatening illness and 63 days in
the hospital when my little brother
Tim contracted staphylococcal pneu-
monia. Mom said that nothing short of
a miracle brought Tim through his
ordeal. Just after Thanksgiving Tim
arrived home from the hospital, after a
six-week struggle for his life. My other
brother, sister, and I were so happy to
have him home again. I had seen the
worried looks on Mom's and Dad's faces
and noticed Mom's exhaustion from
spending seemingly endless days in the
hospitalbeside him. With Tim at home
again, looking through the Christmas
wish books did not seem as imnortant
as taking turns reading to Tim and
doing the things we thought would help
make him strong again.
Although I did not fully comprehend
the financial burden Mom and Dad
faced with the enormous medical bills
and loss of income during Dad's long ill-
rress, the situation became evident as
neighbors, church members, and com-
munity organizations brought food to
us. Not wanting to further trouble my
parents, I asked for very little for
Christmas.
We decorated our Christmas tree, lis-
tened to carols, and enjoyed the goodies
the neighbors brought. But the anticipa-
tion of the thrill of opening presents was
not as keen that Christmas Eve. Neither
was there any suspicion of what would
happen the next day.
Christmas morning arrived and with
it an unexpected van in front of our
door. Looking out the living room win-
dow, I was shocked to see Santa Claus
step out with a bag of gifts on his
Tn, most precious gift
was being together, and
hauing friends who put
Iove into motion.
shoulder. There must be some mistake.
He was probably going next door.
My heart leaped as this Santa
knocked on our door and entered with
his heavy sack. As he handed each of us
gifts, I could hardly believe I wasn't
dreaming. That I didn't get the exact,
few things I had requested from the
wish book really didn't matter. Seeing
the expressed love of people (including
"Santa") helping a family in distress
filled my heart with a depth of gratitude
that I had never before experienced.
The most precious gi f  t  we al l
shared was being together, seeing our
sick ones well again, and having
friends who put love into motion. I
truly found that the best gifts in life
cannot be selected from a wish book.
They come from the abundance of
God's love. I
ffi
by Deidra Duncan
f, t the premiere o[ the Messiah
A on April 13, 1742, rhe demand
4 l for  t ickets was so great  that
men were asked not  to  wear thei r
swords and ladies were asked not tt l
wear hoops in thei r  sk i r ts .  This  en-
abled an addi t ional  100 persons to
crorvd in to the New Music Hal l  in
Dubl in ,  I re land.  The concert  was a
benefit pcrl 'ormance, and the proceeds
al lowed 142 men to be re leased f rom
debtor 's  pr ison.  Such was the gener-
osity of George Frideric Handel.
He had known poverty and distress.
In a desperate situation thzrt would
have caused most peoplc to rctire from
public l i fe, Handel penned his greatest
composi t ion.  He was 56 years o ld,
financiallv strained. and his music was
out of oublic favor.
Handcl hacl never been very suc-
cessfu l  as a composer in  England.
Fick le Engl ish musical  taste shi f ted
with nerv fads and Handel rvas often
out of favor with either the king or the
Prince of Wales. As a result, he never
made much money from his work. The
money he did make ner,er seemed to
stalr with him, due to his passion for
helping the less fortunate. He contrib-
uted regularly to ser,eral charit ies
around London, among them a hospital
for homeless and abused children.
Thus Handel found himseli a com-
poser with neither money nor an au-
dience.  The l i t t le  fo l lowing he had
managed to acquire over the years
finally succumbed to the fads of the
day ,  as  o the r  compose rs  we re  w r i t i ng
more l ighthearted and entertaining
forms of music. Handel had reached the
lowest ooint in his life. But Sir Newman
Flower, a biographer, said, "Handel
ever sang the sweeter in suffering. He
reached the heart of the world when
the world was against him."
Emotionally drained, with nowhere
to turn, Handel closeted himself in his
rooms on Brook Street in London on
August  22,  1741.  He would not  come
out for 23 days. He began to compose
music feverishly. He wrote constantly.
He would not sleep nor eat. His ser-
vants looked in on him from tine to
time. seriouslv worried that the master
o[  the house had gone insane.
Thcy would find him slouched over
his harpsichord, penning notes rapidly
on paper with tears in his eyes as the
music for some tender passage poured
out of him onto the pages. He was a
same music would later cause the king
of Ensland to rise from his seat and
standln awe during its performance.
Handel f inished the Messiah on
September 14,1741,  wr i t ing i t  in  the
amazing time of just a l itt le over three
weeks. He laid the comoleted score in
a desk drawer where i i  remained un-
touched for nearly two months. Handel
made few references to it during that
time except to confide to his physician,
"I think God has visited me."
Handel knew he would not have
success  w i th  h i s  new compos i t i on  i n
England, just as he had never been
very successfu l  wi th h is  other  works.
But this tirne, the opposition would
come not from the public, but from the
English Protestant clergy. They believed
that something as sacred as the Messiah
should be performed only in a church.
Handel  bel ieved otherwise.  He
wanted his new composition performed
in the concert halls and theaters where
everyone could hear it. Why? Perhaps
Handel, himself a man of deep personal
religion, reasoned that the very people
who needed to hear his work the most
would not go to a church to l isten to
it. Racketeers, prostitutes, derelicts,
and gadabouts remained shunned by
churchgoers, but they did frequent the
playhouses.
Perhaps even then Handel sensed
the deep emotional effect his composi-
tion would have on the masses for
years to come. Years later, he would
remark to a friend after a performance
of the Messicft, "I should be sorry if I
only entertained them; I wished to
make them better."
Modern-day historians have specu-
lated as to the fate of this monumental
work had it not been for a request from
the Lord Lieutenant of Dublin asking
Handel to come and give a benefit per-
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"f should be sorry
if I onlv entertained
them; I wished to make
them better."
man wi th a miss ion,  b lessed wi th d i -
vine inspiration.
He was writing the Messiah.
At one point, after penning the
"Halleluiah Chorus." a servant found
him sitt ing over the finished piece,
staring straight ahead as if startled by
a v is ion.  " I  d id th ink,"  he said to the
servant as the tears came rolling down
his cheeks, "I did see all heaven before
me, and the great God Himself." That
formance for some charities there.
Thanks in part to his weakness for
charities and his dissatisfaction with
London, Handel whisked his new com-
position out of the desk drawer and
hurriedly headed for Ireland.
Dublin was to be his salvation. He
arrived there in November to find
everyone talking about this new com-
position depicting the life of Christ,
rumored to be possibly one of the
greatest ever written. Crowds gathered
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outside hrs lodging to catch a glimpse
of him. They awaited the premiere of
the work with exhilarating anticipation.
The Messiah was performed for the
first time in the Fishamble Street Music
Hall in Dublin to a crowd of 700. Sev-
eral hundred stood outside the packed
hall, straining to hear the musiiinside.
Handel himself played the organ for
the concert, with a small orchestra,
two cathedral choirs, and four of the
most famous soloists of the day.
He became an instant success. He
was hailed as a genius. Returning to
London sometime later Handel found
that the city that had scoffed him now
had to accept him as one of the great-
est composers of all time.
Handel found his twilight years to
be the most productive of his life as he
went on to write other great composi-
tions. But none ever surpassed the
Messiah, which he was called upon to
do year after year by crowds of ad-
mirers, often for charity. Even after go-
ing blind in 1753 at the age of 68, Handel
refused to concede that his career was
over. He frequently gave organ con-
certs and conducted the Messiah until
his last days.
During a performance of this his
greatest work on April 6, 1759, Handel
became faint. He managed to recover
enough to finish the strenuous per-
formance, only to collapse during the
final applause. He never recovered. "I
should like to die on Good Friday," was
his last request. He died only a few
hours later in the early Saturday morn-
ing hours of the Easter weekend, 1759,
at the age of 74.
Appropriately, the man who cared
so much about the destitute durins his
lifetime was the same man who wiote,
even in the lowest depths of despair,
the greatest music ever written about
the Saviour of all mankind. Today over
Handel's grave in Westminster Abbey
stands a statue of him at his harpsi-
chord, penning the Messiah. The score
f n the lowest depths
of despair, he wrote
the greatest music
ever written about the
Saviour of all mankind.
is open at the inspiring words, "I know
that my Redeemer liveth."
Handel's great contribution to his-
tory lies in the popularity of the Messiah
itself. Year after year, throughout the
world, people flock to hear it. They
may not be able to read a note of music.
They may hear very little classical
music in their lifetimes. But they want
to hear, they demand to hear, the
Messiah. Bewildered musicians and
puzzled conductors continue to ask,
"Why is this one composition so pop-
ular with so many people year after
year?"
The answer lies in the Messiah
itself. In writing it, Handel took Scrip-
ture-to many people still mere words
on a page-and put those words in a
language any person can understand-
the language of music. In doing so he
gave those words intensity and feeling
and emotions we might not experience
otherwise.
This year millions will hear the
greatest composit ion ever wri t ten
about the greatest Man who ever lived.
They will hear those words leap from
the pages as they experience the emo-
tions Handel gave the Scriptures nearly
250 years ago. They will smile and sigh,
be touched and inspired, and perhaps
even be moved to tears as they hear
those words sung and ponder the mes-
sage of the Christ child and the hope
of Christ in their lives.
Worthy is the Lamb that was
slain, and hath redeemed us to
God by his blood, to receive
power, and riches, and wisdom,
and strength, and honour, and
glory, and blessing. Blessing and
honour, glory and power be unto
him, that sitteth upon the throne,
and unto the Lamb forever.
Hffi
shepherd: and he shall gather the
lambs with his arms, and carry
them in his bosom, and gently
lead those that are with young.
Come unto him all ye that labour,
and he will give you rest. Take
his yoke upon you, and learn of
him; for he is meek and lowly of
heart: and ye shall find rest unto
your souls.
And the glory, the glory of the
Lord shall be revealed, and all
flesh shall see it together for the
mouth of the Lord hath snoken it.
Whether they have read those
words 500 times or never onened a
Bible. whether thev have heard the
music all their livei or are listenins
to the Messl ah for the first time, the!
will never be quite the same again.
This is the miracle that is the Messiah.
"Hallelujah!"
I Deidra Duncan is a sraduate of the
Blair  School of  Music,  Vanderbi l t
University, Nashville, Tennessee.
Millions came to know Francis
Schaeffer through his books, and
were deeply influenced by his un-
compromising commitment to Chris-
tian truth. But the personal side of
his ministry was perhaps even more
significant. Here, in this collection
$15.95 cloth
Letters of Francis A. Schaeffer
Spiritual Reality in the
Personal Christian Life
LaneT. Dennis, ed.
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of letters, it is this side-Schaeffer's
compassionate care for the needs of
others-that shines through so clearly.
Letters of Francis A. Schaeffer
includes his heartfelt responses about
intimate problems oI marriage. sex-
ual relations, sin in one's life, true
spirituality, and other concerns. A
remarkable collection offering prac-
tical, personal help to all who read it.
A DIVISION OF GOOD NEWS PUBLISHERS
WESTCHESTER.  I t t  NOIS 601 53
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by Angela Elwell Hunt
s our children go to bed this
Christmas Eve in restless exDec-
tation of the goodies that will
appear the next morning under the
twinkling tree, as American families
gather to share loving embraces, sing
Yuletide carols, and feast around tables
Iaden with holiday favorites, what will
Christmas be like for the rest of the
world?
In Honduras, 40 villages of Miskito
Indians will celebrate in a different
way. The Miskitos are exiles, driven
from their homes in Nicaragua by the
Communist Sandinistas. The Miskitos
in Honduras are fortunate. The Sandi
nistas killed scores who did not es-
cape from Nicaragua, burying some
alive and ruthlessly murdering preg-
nant women.
The Miskitos who live freely in
tribes in Honduras are Indian/British
descendants. They are a proud people
with a unique sense of orderliness and
a strong faith in their Evangelical Prot-
estant religion. They are poor because
most fled their small farms in the dark
of night with only their children in
their arms. Some swam the treacherous
Coco River to escape into Honduras,
but too many were picked off as easy
targets by Sandinista snipers.
The number of Miskito Indians is
dwindling. The race is nearly extinct.
Malnutrition is rampant. Babies die
because their mothers cannot nurse
them. Children suffer from distended
bellies. Parasites enter their bodies
through the soles of their bare feet.
The children have no shoes; most have
no clothes or only a few rags.
But the Miskitos have kent their
pride. John Baldwin of Friend-s of the
Americas, an organization working to
help the Miskito Indians, reports that
whenever he distributes donated food
or clothing to the people, they always
bring an item to trade. They will not
accept something for nothing. As a
result, Baldwin has acquired a tiger,
monkeys, scrawny chickens, and vari-
ous other animals. The council sovern-
ing each tribe decides who willieceive
donated goods and what service the
tribe will perform to "pay" for the
gooos..
Friends of the Americas has un-
dertaken many projects to help the
Miskitos, including construction of a
medical clinic, a nutrition center for
children, agriculture projects, and
animal husbandry projects. Two schools
have been established and nearly every
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village now has a cow to provide sorely
needed milk and cheese.
Christmas will not brins an abun-
dance of toys or material poJsessions-
no turkey dinners or cups of steaming
cider. But the Miskito Indians do not
need physical comforts to celebrate
Christmas. The mothers will sather
their children, dress them in their tat-
tered best, and the families will sing
as they walk through the village to the
church. As they do nearly every night,
the Miskitos will meet in the heat of
early evening to sing Christian hymns
in the unique Miskito language. The
children will sit on the dirt floor, the
adults on rough-hewn benches. No
gifts will be exchanged; no one has
anything to give. No elaborate meal
will be eaten; the people are lucky to
have the basic essentials of salt and
plates, and to have any food at all. No
shining ornaments will adorn trees or
huts, but the Miskitos will be fil led
with the same wonder and iov at the
Birth of the Christ child, shaied by the
entire world.
Mary Ann Williams will spend
Christmas in Ethiopia. She is an em-
ployee of World Vision, one of the
many organizations bringing food and
relief to the thousands dying from star-
vation due to drought and famine.
Mary is headquartered in the mod-
ern capital city of Addis Ababas. Al-
though the Ethiopians do not officially
celebrate Christmas until Januarv 7.
Marv's hotel will trv to make Chiist-
mas"a little more comfortable for the
many Westerners who are staying
there. A nondescript Christmas tree,
actually a small bush, will be brought
in and sparsely decorated. The hotel
management will use all its resources
to provide a turkev and sweet Dotatoes
foi Christmas dinner.
Some concerned people from the
United States or Australia may send a
Christmas package for the workers.
Last year each worker received a little
box of luxuries such as potato chips,
a chocolate bar, and a thin slice of
fruitcake. A man in the hotel with
white hair and a beard will play Santa
Claus; perhaps the hotel will provide
colored eggs for decoration.
The weather will be sunny and
mild-much Iike Southern California,
according to Mary Ann. But the sun
that shines so prettily on the city also
bears down pitilessly on the hungry
villagers, who walk miles in their weak-
ness to reach nutrition centers.
People in remote areas will not
celebrate Christmas with sifts. Per-
haps they will silently remember chil-
dren or family members who have died.
The food brought in now is simply to
sustain life until the people can be-
come self-sufficient. Since the land has
been parched for so many years, the
people wonder if that time will come
before it is their turn to die.
Forty percent of Ethiopia's people
are professing Christians, 40 percent
are Muslim, 15 percent are animists
(pantheists) and 5 percent claim other
religions (among these are the black
Jews, many of whom have been allowed
to leave the country).
The country is divided not only by
religion, but by fighting. Civil war
rages on two fronts. Rebel activity con-
tinues outside the capital city. It will
probably continue through Christmas
Day. The fighting increases and calms,
but pays no attention to the calendar.
Forty-three million people live in Ethi-
ooia. Over half are under 15. Starvation
his claimed so many adults that thou-
sands of children have no parents to
nrovide for them.
What can we do to help others this
Christmas? Why not take a moment o
send a sift to a child who would be
grateful for something as simple as a
good meal?
Friends of the Americas, 912 North
Foster Drive, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
70806, is preparing boxes for Miskito
Indian children. Boxes may include
any of the following: matches, candles,
soap, Band-Aids, toothpaste, a tooth-
brush, shampoo, a metal cup, scissors,
vitamins, a big spoon, a tube of anti-
septic, small toys, pencils, buttons, a
comb, rubber bands, safety pins, socks,
underwear, a pound of dried beans or
rice, or boullion cubes. FOA will be
delivering boxes to the Miskitos be-
fore Christmas and throughout the
New Year.
To aid the starving in Ethiopia,
Mary Ann suggests a monetary dona-
tion to an existing relief agency. "And
prayer," she adds, "because it is very
difficult to improve the quality of life
for these people when you are limited
by a Communist government."
As we sit around our Christmas
trees this vear. let us take time to orav
for the oppressed in Vietnam 
^ani
Kampuchea, the homeless in war-torn
Lebanon, and the spiritually blind in
countries throuehout the world. I
I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day
I heard the bells on Christmas day
Their old familiar carols play,
And wild and sweet he words repeat
Of peace on earth, good will to men.
And in despair I bowed my head:
"There is no peace on earth," I said,
"For hate is strong, and mocks the song
Of peace on earth, good will to men."
Then pealed the bells more loud and deep:
"God is not dead, nor doth He sleep;
The wrong shall fail, the right prevail,
With peace on earth, good will to merl."
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow penned these words on Christmas
Day, 1863-at the height of the bloody American Civil War.
I
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PRESSURE
or Promisgs? bv ray E Adams
f laul was a man under pressure.
FIn 2 Cor inth ians 6:4-10 and
I l l :23-28he listed some of these
pressures for us: affl ictions, imprison-
ment, labors, fastings, beatings, ship-
wrecks, journeys, and robbers-enor-
mous pressures! How did Paul cope
with pressure and at the same time ac-
complish mighty things for the cause
of Christ? Interestingly, we find that
Paul was able to deal with Dressure
because of the things he wanied to ac-
complish for God. Why was he able to
handle intense pressures when many
Chr:istians today cannot? Since there
is no way to escape pressure, how can
we, l ike Paul. Iearn to deal with it?
Some say that pressures cause de-
pression, "nervous breakdowns," and
other ailments. That is too simplistic.
People who maintain such views see
breakdowns and depression following
hard on the heels of a period of pres-
sure, but this does not have to be the
result. Paul wrote, "We are troubled
on every side, yet not distressed; we
are perplexed, but not in despair"
(2 Cor.  4:8) .
Pressure does not have to equal
serious problems. As Paul suggests,
some people are crushed and give up
in despair, but others are not debil i-
tated and do not quit. Clearly, Paul's
experiences show that depression and
breakdowns are not the inevitable con-
sequence or pressure-even enormous
pressure.
What makes the difference? How
did Paul avoid the traps of despair and
depression? The Holy Spirit guided
him to reveal the answer in 2 Corin-
thians 4:1,16: "Therefore, seeing we
have this ministrv, as we have received
mercy, we faint not [ l i terally, "do not
give up"J . . . but though our outward
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missionary of the faith. Paul was grate-
ful for his conversion and for the min-
istry God had given him. The driving
force that kept Paul going was a thank-
ful devotion to duty.
This thankful devotion to duty will
help you through the responsi-
bilities that God has laid uoon
j: you-whatever they may be.
I As a provider for your family,
..1 as a spouse, a parent, or a
i,t Christian citizen, you do not
man perish, yet
the inward man
is renewed day
by day."
What  kept
Paul going? He
was impelled to
gcl on, through
trials and perse-
cutions, because
he had "this min-
istry." There was
a twofold mo-
tive for his per-
s i s t e n c e .  F i r s t ,
God cal led him
to his ministry.
He knew that the
r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s
placed upon him I
by God had not H
been removed. And il
a l though verse  l6  $
i nd i ca tes  t ha t  h i s  A
w o r k  f o r  C h r i s t  t
was l iterally kil l-
ing him, Paul sti l l
fe l t  ob l igated to
continue to preach
Christ at every op-
portunity. Second,
he was in the min-
istry because of the
goodness and grace of
God. Paul was not chosen
because of any virtue or
great abil ity. God, in unbe-
lievable grace, had changed
Saul, the greatest persecutor
of the faith, into Paui, the great
I. i are ls glvlng you an oppor-
:1 tunity to demonstrate your
..j grateful devotion to Him.
j There is no more reason
'l for a housewife, harried and
a ' ,
lt,;
::"..
.t{t,
t:;w
.e,
, ' r
harassed by preschoolers, to
leave her family and "take a
vacation" from her responsibilities at
the local mental institution than there
was for Paul to turn around when the
going got rough. She should be thank-
ful for her responsibilities-even those
little ones underfoot-graciously given
by God.
Why should a pastor com-
plain about "burnout"-that
new disorder invented by psy-
chologists to provide another
reason for people to shirk
their responsibilities and fre-
quent psychologists' offices ?
"Burnout" is just another
way of saying, "Pressures
have mounted and I want to
get out from under for a
while." No Christian who is
called to legitimate tasks by
God needs to be "crushed" by
pressures or give up in de-
spair. Your inner person can
be renewed daily, even under
pressure, as Paul's was.
Now, as a Christian, through pride
or ambition, you can take more on your-
self than God intended. Grudging atti-
tudes can turn pressure into a galling
yoke of stress that your body cannot
endure. You can worrv and fret about
imagined out-
comes rather
than leaving
your prob-
lems in God's
hands. You
can attempt
to carry out
your respon-
sibilities in
your own
s t r e n g t h -
and fail. But
when you rely
on God to give
you responsi-
bi l i t ies, and
on His help to
fulfil l them,
you will not
fai l  in your
duty. We do
not have to
cave in under
pressure.
I f  you do
give in to your
grateful because you helped them see
that by following their God-given re-
sponsibilities, in His way and in His
strength, they can enjoy an "abundant
entrance" rather than entering heaven
saved but, "so as by fire."
When you feel you cannot stand the
pressure any longer, that you cannot
go on, you need to do two things. First,
you must carefully determine that
each responsibility you have under-
taken is rightfully yours before God. If
not, you must remove the responsibility
in a practical way. Second, if the re-
sponsibilities are indeed yours, you
should remember Paul's formula: "I
will not give up, but I will persevere,
no matter how I feel, out of grateful
devotion to God for all His tender mer-
cies toward me." There is a big differ-
ence between "I can't" and "It will be
hard to." But a good soldier of Christ
is called to do hard things (2 Tim. 2:3).
If you do not properly deal with
pressure, through reliance on God, you
may have to deal with stress-the result
of handling pressure in the wrong way.
If stress continues over a long period,
your body may become incapable of
performing as it should. Stress often
has to do with your attitudes: worry,
bitterness, fear, and so forth.
If, in spite of your feelings, you fol-
low your responsibilities before God
ryw
feelings, you will
give up on your re-
sponsibilities. Cer-
tainly Paul did not
feel like continuing
after being beaten
with rods, scourged
with a whip, left in
a pile of stones for
dead, or upon hear-
ing that another
church had fallen to
the seductive teach-
ins of the Judaizers.
He wanted to quit.
Do you believe that
the [.ord's agony in Geth-
semane showed that He
felt like going to the Cross ?
Clearly, the opposite was true,
but He went. and we can be
eternally grateful that He did.
Some people will be eternally
and call upon Him for grace to help in
time of need, these negative attitudes
will soon pass. Never give in to nega-
tive feelings when the pressure is on.
If you meet your God-given responsi-
bil i t ies with perseverance and assume
them out of gratitude to Him, you can
successfully handle pressure.
I Jay E. Adams, author of Competent
to Counsel, is founder of Christian
Counseling and Educational Founda-
tion, Laverock, Pennsylvania, nd dean
of their Institute of Pastoral Studies.
He is director of advanced studies at
Westminster Theological Seminary,
Escondido, California, and holds a
Ph.D. from the University of Missouri.
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Forgetting that special someone
at Christmas would be
un-hear-ahle!
cards on page 6 and 
tfi:r"fJtrtage 
of our christmas
CALL TOLL FREE TODAY!
l-go0-446-5000
Number four
in on eight-port series-
Morrioge,
Divorce
€t Remorrioge
The Teochings of Jesus
by Edward Dobson
hus far in our series we have
concentrated on the OId Testa-
ment teachings about divorce.
Now we will look at what the New
Testament says about divorce.
In Luke 16:18 we find the general
teaching of Jesus that presents God's
ideal: one man, one woman, for one
lifetime. Jesus said, "Whosoever putteth
away his wife, and marrieth another,
committeth adultery: and whosoever
marrieth her that is put away from her
husband committeth adultery,"
In this verse, as in Mark l0:ll-12,
there are no exceptions that allow
divorce. Jesus made a clear statement:
If you divorce your wife and marry
another, you have committed adultery.
Some use these verses to suggest
that Jesus is teaching that there are no
exceptions, no biblical grounds for
divorce. But we cannot accept only
those verses and ignore the other
passages of Scripture where Jesus
dealt with the issue. When we study
the Scriptures, we must compare all
passages on a particular subject, doc-
trine, or teaching. In Luke l6 and Mark
10, Jesus is giving the ideal. In Matthew
19 He gives the exception.
This is not unusual in Scripture. In
Exodus 20 God says, "Thou shalt not
kill." That is a clear-cut, absolute state-
ment. But there were exceptions. For
example, the Old Testament penalty
for adultery was death. In Exodus God
gave the overall teaching, "Thou shalt
not kill." In other passages He cited the
exceptions.
Mark l0:11-12 teaches an interesting
principle. Divorce can originate with
either partner. The Old Testament
teachings dealt specifically with the
man who delivered the bill of divorce-
ment to his wife. Could a woman
divorce a man? Yes. In Mark 10:11
Jesus warns the man about divorcing
his wife. Mark 10:12 warns the woman
who divorces her husband.
Most commentators suggest hat in
Matthew 19 Jesus closed the door on
the Old Testament divorce teaching
and gave a new set of principles regard-
ing divorce. In Matthew 5:32 Jesus
seems to give directions that supersede
the Old Testament eachings. But that
is rrot the case.
In a careful study of Matthew 5, we
find that Jesus says, "It hath been
said" and "I say unto you" six times.
Jesus told the people that he had come
not to do away with the Law, but to
fulfill it. When He gave the example,
"Ye have heard that it was said by
them of old time, Thou shalt not kill,"
He countered with, "But I say unto
you, That whosoever is angry with his
brother without a cause shall be in
danger of the judgment." Did His
counterstatement imply that the com-
mandment "Thou shalt not kill" was
no longer relevant? No-He was show-
ing the intent and purpose of that com-
mandment. He was saying, "I want to
remind you that the Old Testament
says you shall not kill, but the under-
lying meaning is that you are not to
hate your brother."
In verses 31 and 32 Jesus used the
same method. He was not doing away
with the Old Testdment teachinsi about
divorce. He was emphasizing ihe lack
of commitment to marriage. The Phari-
sees argued and debated over the
specific technical grounds for divorce
without realizing the real issue.
Liberty University has a dress code
that requires men to wear a shirt and
tie to class. That is the law, but you
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ought to see the way people conform
to it. I have seen guys in T-shirts with
a tie on, which technically meets the
basic requirements of the law. I have
seen plaid wool shirts and striped
ties-that attire meets the letter of the
law. But those outfits miss the intent
and purpose of the law, which is to be
neat and properly attired in clothing
that looks pleasantly coordinated.
That is what the Pharisees were
doing. They were too wrapped up with
the legal details of the law and missed
out on the real issue of marriage.
The focal Scrioture on divorce and
remarriage is found in Matthew 19.
The Pharisees came to Jesus tempting
him and asking, "Is it lawful for a man
to put away his wife for every cause?"
The Jews were divided into two schools
of thought on divorce. The school of
Shamai believed that the only legal
grounds for divorce was adultery. The
school of Hillel believed that anything
was grounds for divorce-a wife who
talked too loudly or burned supper.
The Pharisees asked Jesus a very
specific question: Is it lawful for a man
to divorce his wife for every cause?
Jesus was addressing the loose, liberal
internretation of the school of Hillel.
one of indepen-
dent Baptist's
greatest offers
yet.
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Christ answered by reminding the
Pharisees of the commitment of mar-
riage. He pointed out that God estab-
lished marriage to bring two people
together into one flesh: they were to
become one person, one mind, one
heart. God also intended for them to
be secure. "What therefore God hath
joined together, let not rnan put asun-
der," Jesus was saying, "You are argu-
ing over the causes of divorce, but you
have missed God's original plan and
will for marriage."
In verses 7 and 8, the Pharisees
brought up the concession of Moses,
and Jesus answered that divorce was
allowed because of the "hardness of
your hearts."
Notice that divorce was not com-
manded by Moses. Divorce was "suf-
fered." Moses permitted or tolerated
divorce. He did not sanction and ao-
prove it. Many people claim to get a
divorce because "the Lord told me to
do it," but there is no biblical basis for
that in any of the Scripture. Divorce is
allowed, it is permitted, it is tolerated.
It is not commanded.
Divorce was not God's original plan.
The time line that began with Adam and
Eve illustrates God's original plan for
marriage. In the innocent state of the
Garden of Eden, God gave His ultimate
plan. But sin entered into the human
race-hardness of the heart. Through
Moses God set up criteria for controlling
divorce. When Jesus addressed this
subject, He said, "I want to bypass all
of the laws and remind you that God's
ultimate plan and will is permanence
in the marital relationship."
But Jesus recognized that we live
in a sinful world. The nroblem in the
Old Testament is the same problem we
have in the twentieth ceniury. Those
who argue that Jesus wanted us to go
back to the Garden of Eden and impose
God's ideal on everyone in our society
have forgotten that we are still living
in a sinful world. When we take a strin-
gent view on the subject of divorce and
remarriage we fail to recognize the sin-
fulness of the society around us.
Two crucial issues are addressed in
verse 9: the basis for divorce and the
basis of remarriage. Jesus said, "Who-
soever shall put away his wife, except
it be for fornication, and shall marry
another, committeth adultery: and
whoso marrieth her which is put awav
doth commit adultery." This verse hai
been interpreted in three basic views.
The engagement view holds that
the word "fornication"-the Greek
word porneia-refers specifically to
premarital sex. In New Testament
times marriage actually began with the
engagement covenant, When the engage-
ment was made public, those people
were legally married, though the mar-
riage was not finalized until 12 to 15
months later. The engagement theory
suggests that the only grounds for
divorce is unfaithfulness during the
engagement period. After the couple is
married, there are no biblical grounds
for divorce, according to the engage-
ment view,
This theory is difficult to accept
because the w or d p orneia, although it
does refer in some passages to pre-
marital sex, refers throughout Scripture
to illicit sexual relationships in general.
In this passage, Jesus is not dealing
with engagement at all. He is discussing
marriage. He also quotes from the Old
Testament, Genesis 2 and Deuteronomy
24, and both of those passages deal
with marriage, not engagement.
The incest view. People who hold
this view believe that the wordporneia
refers to the marrying of a close relative.
In I Corinthians 5 porneia does ob-
viously refer to an intestuous relation-
ship. But if we accept this view, the
whole argument is built on an excep-
tion rather than the rule. Secondlv. the
argument that divorce is only permis-
sible in the case of incest is totally out-
side Leviticus 18:6-18, where the Old
Testament Law dealt with the issue of
incest. If Jesus really meant porneialo
refer to incest, why did He not refer to
the Old Testament law prohibiting
such marriages?
If Jesus is not talking about engage-
ment and premarital sex or incest,
what is He talking about? What is the
third view? When is divorce permissi
ble? These questions will be answered
I
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Be Ye
GREEDY!
by Trish Kline
hristmas is a celebration of
giving and receiving. Unfortu-
nately, parents usually concen-
trate on the giving while their children
focus intently on receiving.
As holiday spending gains momen-
tum, television commercials bombard
children with displays of the most
up-to-date toys. These glittering per-
formances seem to transform mild-
mannered, generous children into
greedy gorgers.
Advertising often misleads children
into desiring toys that are not only
beyond their needs but also beyond
their physical and emotional matur-
ities. The image of an older child whiz-
zing by his friends on a l0-speed bike
may fascinate and entice a 4-year-old,
but a "Big Wheel" may be more real-
istically within the limits of his ability.
How do you combat the attack of
holiday advertising and help prevent
your child from becoming a casualty
of Christmastime greediness? Here are
a few suggestions to help your child
become as enthralled with giving as he
is with receiving.
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Lessen the name of Santa. Santa
Claus is often more synonymous with
Christmas than Christ. No wonder chil-
dren focus more on getting from Santa
than on demonstrating giving, which
our Lord's Birth actually represented.
Control the verbalization of Santa's
name. The more often a sentence be-
gins with the jolly ol'name, the greater
the list grows.
When your childbegins on a "Santa"
sentence, try to reroute his thought
process. Ask him to think of a good gift
for Santa to bring someone else-a
neighbor, relative, or friend. Remind
your child that thinking about others
and their needs is important, because
that was exactly what Jesus was doing
when He came to earth,
Keep the list short. Have your child
begin a Christmas "wish list" and each
time he mentions a new toy, instruct
him to add it to his list.
A few days before beginning your
shopping, tell your child he must nar-
row down the list. A good number of
items would be between two and four,
but certainly no more than six.
This allows the child to begin assess-
ing his needs as opposed tohis wants.
Compose a prayer llst. Help your
child begin a second list of what he
sees as the needs of others. Tell him
about a situation you think needs
prayer: a friend who needs a job, an
elderly neighbor who has been ill, and
so forth. Ask your child's advice as to
how to pray for these needs. Should
you pray that God helps the friend find
a job and that He helps the elderly
neighbor feel better?
When your child makes suggestions,
ask him to please add them to the list.
Schedule a special day and time for
reading his prayer list. Maybe Christ-
mas Eve would be a good time for the
entire family to gather and pray for the
needs your child has observed.
With a little encouragement, your
child will beein to be aware of the
needs of others. The best thine about
his prayer list is that he can c5ntinue
to use it long after the holiday season
is overl After all, the best way for all
of us to beat the "I want" syndrome is
to focus on others! This should not be
a seasonal thing.
Allow givtng. Allow your child to
give. This may sound strange, but many
I
children do not feel they are an actual
part of Christmas giving. When parents
choose and purchase their own sifts
from their child, he has difficulty urider-
standing that the gift is really fromhim.
To help your child feel the giving
spirit, try some of these ideas:
Let the child help select the gifts
that he is to eive to relatives, friends,
or teachers. Even giving him two items
from which to choose provides a child
with a sense of participation. Allowing
him to hand the money to the salesper-
son is also helpful.
Let the child help make baked soods
for the postman and n.*rpaper calrier.
Take time to include your child in
gift-wrapping projects. Sticking name
tags on or placing a bow can be an im-
portant job to a child.
This Christmas take a few extra
minutes to help your child learn more
than getting. Help him learn that true
Christmas joy is found in giving!
I Trish Kline is a free-lance writer in
Denton, Texas.
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BICGRAPHY
by Lee Heinze
fla he towering figure of Charles A.
I Tindley, renowned black pastor
I of East Calvarv Church in Phila-
delphia, stood facing his crowded Sun-
day congregation. The audience was
startled by his unusual request: "I
would like to ask those present to
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Charles A. Tindley-
kindly stay away from the next service
to make room for others."
This plea surprised the visitors,
but the members knew of the ursent
need for additional seating due to-the
steadily increasing attendance. In that
old building at the corner of Broad and
Fitzwater Streets, Tindley Temple was
becoming a reality.
When Tindley was born into slavery,
a few years before the close of the Civil
W ar, 22-year-old Charles H. Spurgeon
was becoming England's most famous
preacher. DeWitt Talmadge was grad-
GA endowed him with
anointed eloquence and
a fervent compassion
for those to whom
he preached,
uating from seminary. Nineteen-year-
old Dwight L. Moody was selling shoes
in Chicago, winning souls to Christ,
and laying the foundation for his future
ministry. George Mueller had opened
his first orphanage in Bristol, England,
the previous year.
Tindley's mother died when he was
2. Denied the privileges of schooling,
even the right to possess abook, young
Charles was forced to work lons hours
on a farm. His father hired him out
to supplement the family's income.
Tindley would find bits of newspaper
on the road, and from these he studied
his alphabet and taught himself to read.
In a letter to S. W. Thomas. Tindlev
described his first morning in church:
"One Sunday after I had driven the
cattle to pasture, an uncontrollable im-
pulse came in my mind to go to church.
I had no shoes or coat to wear. In the
church I hid away in the little gallery
behind some benches, where I could
hear and not be seen. I was conrenr un-
til the speaker called for all the boys
and girls who could read the Bible to
take the front seat. One big lump after
another arose in my throat as I thought
of what I should do. I was one who
could'read the Bible. 'No one in the
church knew that but myself. I rolled
up a big resolution and started.
"The people hissed and cleared
their throats to get my attention, but
with eyes on the speaker I made right
Preacher, Pastor, Hymnwriter
',i:.
..i{;
""i
TioAry stood boldly
and firmly, Iike the
prophets and apostles
of old, courageously
proclaiming beltef
in the fundamental
doctrines embdied
in the Bible,
for the front seat. I put my bare feet
under the seat out of sight as far as I
could and waited for my turn to read.
When the lesson was read I rose and
went back to my hiding place in the
gallery, but not to be hid, for all the
people were watching and whispering
about the boy with the bare feet."
From that time, Tindley's desire for
education knew no bounds. After each
day in the fields, he would walk 14
miles to meet a schoolteacher who
agreed to help him. In 1885 he passed
the examination for the ministry. He
was admitted to the Delaware Con-
ference, and he pastored five scattered
churches in Delaware, Maryland, and
New Jersey.
Tindley's itinerant ministry ceased
in 1902 with his call to the Bainbridge
Street Church, which ul t imately
became Tindley Temple. For the re-
maining 32 years of his life, he pas-
tored this church, and it grew rapidly
under his powerful preaching.
In 1906 the church voted to our-
chase another building. They renamed
their church East Calvarv. but soon
even that spacious sanitrrary *ut
crowded to capacity.
Urgency dictated that a new and
much larger church be built. Member-
ship had soared to new heights and
was well on the way to 10,000. In 1924
an immense new edifice rose to com-
mand the block at Broad and Cather-
ine Streets. The imposins stone build-
ing could seat 3,200peopie and became
known as Tindley Temple.
Although he was a great builder,
Tindley excelled mightily as a preacher.
God had endowed him with Spirit-
anointed eloquence and a fervent love
for the Word, united with compassion
for those to whom he preached. A
humble proclaimer of the simple gospel
of Jesus Christ, he preached the glory
of an eternal heaven, the terror of an
endless hell, and the reality of a per-
sonal devil named Satan. ft-e believed
the Bible to be God's holy Word. He
did not shun to declare the sinfulness,
hopelessness, and ruin of all men apart
from the mighty redemption made by
Christ on Calvary, but he did shun
modernism, atheistic doctrines, and
evolutionary philosophies.
One of his great services was held
in the old Olympia Building on Sunday
evening, December 26, 1915. An im-
mense overflow crowd of 5.000 turned
out to hear him preach his now-famgus
sermon, "Heaven's Christmas Tree."
At the sermon's close 110 people gave
their lives to Christ.
For years Tindley was an honored
speaker at the annual Philadelphia
Methodist Conference. In those days
of pre-integration this was no t*il l
honor. Tindley was invited because he
was held in high esteem by the reli
gious leaders, but the humility of the
renowned preacher was beautiful to
observe.
Tindley was also a greal writer of
hymns. Two of his best-known and
deeply moving hymns were destined to
become quite famous, and they con-
tinue to enjoy wide popularity. Who
has not heard or sung "Nothing Be-
tween My Soul and the Saviour" or
"Leave It There."
Hr, goal was to live
"so that I wrill be
a better Christian than
people think me to be."
Through his years of preaching,
Tindlev stood boldlv and firmlv. like
the prophets and apostles of old, cou-
rageously proclaiming his belief in the
fundamental doctrines embodied in
the Bible. Althoush men all around
him catered, crin-ged, compromised,
and cowered before worldJoving con-
gregations, Tindley never bowed his
knee to anyone but the Saviour. Once
he said that his goal was to live "so that
I will be a better Christian than people
think me to be."
Tindley possessed humil i ty in
abundance. Everywhere he displayed
a beautiful spirit of compassionate
love for others, even as his church
grew and demands were made for his
preaching.
John D. Jess lauded Tindlev in one
of his "Chapel of the Air" broidcasts:
"In July 1933, Charles A. Tindley
died . . . . The pastor of Tindlev Temnle
of Philadelphia. . was called'Lincoln
in Ebony.' He pastored that great
church for 32 years .. , . His membership
numbered 10,000, and it is reported
that he would implore his mornine au-
dience to stay away from the eve-ning
service so that others who couldn't get
in could hear him preach. . . . He was
born in grinding poverty. At age l7 he
hadn't had a day's schooling. When he
came to Philadelphia he got a job carry-
ing a hod [supplies] for a construction
company. While thus employed he
came to Jesus Christ . . .  .  For a whi le
he worked as a sexton of the church
of which he later became pastor. He
studied hard, mostlv at nieht. He be-
came one of ihe nation's m"ost power-
ful black preachers but he never made
an issue of his black face. He simply
acknowledged his responsibility to
God for his light and for the gospel
with which God had entrusted him. He
wrote many beautiful hymns. One of
his favorites went: 'I shall see the land
of Beulah with mine eyes undimmed
with tears.'Well, when he departed for
that land many were the eyes that were
dimmed withtears."
The passing years have brought
many changes. The huge balcony in
Tindley Temple is no longer in use. It
curves in a giant arc from one side of
the auditorium to the other. Its row
upon row of vacant seats recede into
ghostly dimness. But a large portrait
of Charles Albert Tindley adorns the
wall behind the spacious pulpit thus
keeping ever fresh the memory of the
illustrious pastor for whom the church
was named.
I Lee Heinze is director of the "Gos-
pel Melody Hour" radio program in
Chester. Pennsvlvania.
When we unwrap the
gift every indepen-
dent Baptist pastor
or missionary should
receive.
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THUNDER INTHE PULPIT
Heaven's Christmas Tree
by Charles A. Tindley
This sermon was preached by C. A.
Tindley in Philadelphia on Sunday
evening, December 26th, 1915, in the
Olympia Building on Broad Street be-
low Bainbridge. More than 5,000 people
were present and hundreds were turned
away for want of standing room. At the
close of the sermon 110 persons gave
themselves to God.
On either side of the river, was
there the tree of life (Rev. 22:2).
ome years ago, I saw a large
church with front doors open
and many people, young and old,
moving in and out. I crossed over to
find out what the occasion was and be-
hold a large tree, beautifully trimmed
and ladened with many packages. A
young man on a stepladder was lifting
the packages from the limbs of the tree
and calling out the names written on
them. The happy recipients passed in
groups from the church, smiling and
congratulating each other upon the
favors received. I stood there until the
tree was stripped of packages and all
except a few had passed into the street.
A little boy sauntered from the build-
ing, with scanty clothing and pinched
features. He wore a sickly mechanical
smile, as though it was an unavoidable
reflection from the numerous faces
that surrounded him. His eyes were
filled with tears; his lips moved as
though his Iittle soul wasforcing audi-
ble expressions of its sad disappoint-
ment. He moved off down the street,
kicking the bits of paper here and there
to satisfy his empty feelings. I followed
him until he turned into a little court
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f."gin, a great
Christmas tree bearing
a package for every
creature that He
has made.
and stood on the doorsten of one of the
little dwellings.
After glancing this way and that for
a minute, as though he dreaded to
leave the street empty-handed and
cheerless, he turned the doorknob and
entered what I imagined was a poor,
cheerless home. Until then, I was un-
conscious of a tear that was rolling
down my face and dropping on my
bosom. With a sigh I turned away with
the question: "Will there ever be a time
when the spirit of the Christ shall so
fill and control the lives of people that
everybody, young and old, rich and
poor, will receive some token of love
on Christmas Day?"
I seemed to be asking the Christ of
the Christmas rather than anyone else.
The answer must have come directly
from Him, for it was in the very lan-
guage of my text. My mind began to
reflect and search. Is Christ really a
tree? Is He a Christmas Tree? And if
so, are there any packages on this tree ?
And for whom? Ah, yes! He is the Tree
of Life. He was born into this world
and set up in Bethlehem's manger
more than 1,900 years ago. He was
Heaven's Christmas Tree, bearing a
gift of rare blessing for every human
being in all this world.
Imagine now that I am speaking of
Christ Jesus in the light of a great
Christmas tree set up in this world,
bearing a package for every creature
that He has made. This means the
poorest of you who have not loving
friends to make your hearts glad with
presents, can turn to Jesus and find a
package with your name on it hanging
on the limb of Heaven's great Christ-
mas Tree. Some of you are bringing
back in memory happier moments than
you will ever see again on this earth.
A time when your mother and father
lived: when vou and vour brothers and
sisters ra.eh do*nitairs in the early
dawn of Christmas morning to find out
what was in your stocking or on the
table. It was not much, but the toy
horse and drum brought more joy than
you have ever experienced since. In
many of your lives those sweet mo-
ments have gone, never to return.
Those dear parents have crept behind
the curtains of time and have entered
the solemn realms of perpetual silence.
You widows can hear the footfalls of
Ioving husbands climbing the steps of
your home, bringing from the markets
the joy of Yuletide.
O, there are many blighted hopes,
broken prospects and saddened hearts,
but amidst it all and despite all, I am
going to have you see by faith Heaven's
Christmas Tree, whose top reaches the
ceilings and whose limbs touch all the
walls of this building. It is sagging with
packages fixed by fingers of light. There
is one for each of you.
Here is Hope for the Hopeless.This
package hangs on a limb that almost
touches the ground. It is the Iowest
limb on the Tree of Life and is the
easiest reached package on Heaven's
Christmas Tree. It shines with the light
and glitter of all the promises of God
to sinners and to those who are dis-
couraged and hopeless amid life's con-
flicts. You may have almost decided to
quit and give up trying. I am going to
beg of you a favor tonight. Reach up
with all the strength you have left and
take from Heaven's Christmas Tree
this lowlimbed package, Hope.Itis so
low that you can reach it from the gut-
ter; from the gambling-den; from the
barroom, and from the lowest places
on earth. I beseech you, in God's name,
take this package Hope, and try again.
I point to another package on an-
other limb, a little higher up. It is
A, package hangs
on the top of Heaven's
Christmas Tree. You will
have to see it witlt tlte
eyes of faith,
marked Forgiveness for the Guilty.It
shines with the brightness of the Re-
deemer's face and is stained with the
blood of Calvary. It is set in a frame
carved out of the love of God and is
dazzling with a chandelier of a thou-
sand promises, whose jets glow with
the breath of the Man of Sorrow and
of many stripes. It is the most costly
package on this tree. Those finger
marks you see on it were left there by
the nail-pierced hand of the Man of
Galilee. Many of you need this package.
Nobody can say that he has never
sinned against God. Nobody has had
his sins canceled by his own deeds or
deserving. Everybody, therefore, who
is not now guilty of sin has been for-
given through the merits of Jesus
Christ. So may every sinner of every
description, no matter how old, how
great, or how hard, be forgiven of all
his sins.
I see another package a little higher
up still. On it is written HeIp for the
Weak. Christ Jesus promises help to
everyone who wants to live for God.
There are hundreds who are in sin apd
on the way to hell who do not want to
be there. They wish that in some way
they could change their lives, but are
too weak to do so. I want you to see the
mighty arm that reaches down over
this package to every helpless soul who
wants to leave the Devil. This arm will
help husbands to go home sober, wives
to take care of their homes and be good
mothers, children to respect and obey
their parents, and everybody to be
wholehearted and truehearted for God.
I see another package on a higher
limb. It is marked Friendship for the
Friendless. Do you know the value of
friendship? If not, it is because you
have never been friendless. No matter
how strong you are physically, men-
tally, or financially, you need a friend.
Perhaps the most unhappy people are
not those who are poor in the things
of this world, but who are friendless.
I have seen cattle on my father's little
farm run and call pitifully for the other
cattle. I have seen a goose distressed
because she was lost from the other
geese, Someone has said that lamps
may burn, stars may shine, and sun
may blaze, yet dark indeed is the life
that has no friendship. The cold friend-
ship of the world is so uncertain, so
fleeting, that no one can quite know
whether tomorrow holds for them the
same blessings that they enjoy today.
If you have got money, fine clothes,
beautiful home, popular relations, or
great ability you may have friends and
admirers; but when these are gone,
your brightest day may fade into a
dark and dismal night.
I am reminded of an old gentleman
who owned a little farm in Maryland.
He had nice horses and other livestock
about him and was in, at least, easy cir-
cumstances. His two boys were sent
away to school, one to study medicine
and the other agriculture and business.
About the time they graduated, their
mother died, which left their father
a widower. He proposed to the farmer
son that he should take the farm, and
all he asked of him was that he be
cared for in his own home until he died.
When his will was made and the
property all turned over to the two
boys, the wife of the son who had
charge of the farm began to complain
of the old gentleman. Oh, many things
she complained of, until the son sug-
gested that the old man be taken to the
poorhouse.
- 
The old saint agreed to go rather
than remain in the way. He begged for
the old chair in which his lifelons
friend, the mother of his children, had
sat many a winter night knitting socks
for the boys, before the big, open fire-
place; also for his old hickory cane and
the family Bible, which was covered
with a piece of his own mother's dress
by the hand of his departed wife. These
were all placed in the oxcart and him-
self sat in the shuck-bottomed chair.
When the cart had passed through
the road-gate and turned in the direc-
tion of the poorhouse, the old man
turned his dimmed eves toward the
fields he had cleared before his chil-
dren were born, the ditches he had
dug, the fences he had made, and the
buildings he had erected. After wiping
Nothing
Between
Nothing between my soul and the
Saviour,
Naught of this world's delusive
dream:
I have renounced all sinful pleasure,
Jesus is mine, there's nothing
between.
Nothing between my soul and the
Saviour,
So that His blessed face may be
seen;
Nothing preventing the least of His
favor,
Keep the way clear! Let nothing
Detween.
Ieave It There
If the world from you withold of its
silver and its gold,
And you have to get along with
meager fare,
Just remember in His Word, how
He feeds the little bird,
Take your burden to the Lord and
leave it there.
Leave it there, leave it there.
Take your burden to the Lord and
leave it there.
If you trust and never doubt, He will
surely bring you out,
Take your burden to the Lord and
leave it there.
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the teais that were falling on his gray
beard he said to his son: "The people
of my class are dead; your mother, my
bosom friend, sleeps beneath yon cedar
tree. Stripped and alone and without
friends, I go as a load of dirt to the
poorhouse, and were it not for one
friend whom I came to know when I
was I I years old, I would be most
miserable today. That friend is the
Lord Jesus Christ, who is as tenderly
near me today as when I first found
Him. He is going to the poorhouse with
me and will remain with me until it
pleases Him to take my spirit to his
beautiful home on high. I fear, son,"
said he, "that you and your wife will
occupy a house more fit to be called a
poorhouse than the one you are taking
me to, for where parents are not hon-
ored there is poverty indeed."
The young man stopped his oxen
and with face covered with his hands
for a moment said: "Father, I am going
to take you back home to stay there un-
til you die, or I will stay in the poor-
house with you." I cite this narrative
to show who is the true friend and what
the friendship is that knows no change.
I see another package, higher still,
marked Peace for the Troubled Soul.
Only Godknows the number of troubled
and unhappy souls in this world. Some
will tell you that the grace of God in
your soul will do away with all trouble
and anxiety concerning things on this
earth. I have only to quote the words
of Jesus Christ to prove that Christian-
ity was never intended to take all the
briars out of the fields and the thorns
from the thorn hedges of the world,
Nor was it intended to make it so that
R*rt up with all the
strength you have left
and take from Heaven's
Christmas Tree.
a briar or a thorn cannot pierce a be-
liever's hand or foot as easily as it can
the feet and hands of other folks. Oh,
no, my friends, I am not trying to make
you believe that because you have reli-
gion you are going to heaven on flowery
beds of ease, but I am happy to tell you
that there is promise of sweet peace to
all the children of God. What oeace we
have in this world is not instead of
things, but, in spite of things. Just the
thought of an unbroken and undis-
turbed quiet in the City of God where
none can disturb or molest makes one
bear with patience all the rough condi
tions of poverty, afflictions, and even
death in this life. I say to all who are
troubled, there is coming a day of ab-
solute and glorious peace; a peace that
will take all the gray hairs from your
head, all the wrinkles from your face,
all the tears from your eyes, and all the
pangs of sorrow from your heart. When
these heavy burdens and tight straps
shall have been taken from your soul
you will shout in the vigor of the new
morning and with life and joy of happy
childhood in that land that knows no
sorrow.
There is just one more package that
I wish to mention tonight. It hangs on
the top limb of Heaven's Christmas
Tree. So bright is the light that shines
upon it one cannot see it with physical
eyesight. You will have to see it with
the eyes of faith, for it is spiritually
discerned. Every time I look that way
I hear someone saying, "Eye hath not
seen, nor ear heard, neither have en-
tered into the hea+"t of man, the things
which God hath prepared for them that
love him" (1 Cor. 2:9). Thank God, the
Spirit has revealed them.
On this top-limbed package are the
words Home for the Homeless. I know
orphan children, widowed women, and
widower fathers are scarcely able to
remain quiet under the sound of such
huppy news. As I speak, you are think-
ing of your own sweet homes of just a
little while ago: sweet music and prattle
of happy children come to you tonight
like an echo. The joy of those days
seems like a dream whose glories fade
with the waking and die at the opening
of day. That dreaded monster Death
has carried your loved ones to the
grave; your homes are broken up and
you are homeless wanderers. Some of
you have scarcely a home in this world.
Fix your eyes toward the top limb of
Heaven's Christmas Tree, catch the
light of that eternal sun, and sing with
me:
Myheavenly home is bright and
ralr;
Nor pain nor death shall enter
there;
Its glittering towers the sun out-
shine;
That heavenly mansion shall be
mine. I
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The Twelve
Woys ot
Chrislmos
by Harold L. Willmington
But when the fulness of
the time was come, God
sent forth his Son, made
of a woman, made under
the law (Gal. 4:4).
One of the most popu-
lar Christmas songs en-
joyed by Americans is "The
Twelve Days of Christmas."
The song, of course, has
absolutely nothing whatso-
ever to do with the real
story. On the contrary, the
Christmas story tells of a
Babe in a manger, and not
of a partridge in a pear
tree I
God shows us in the
Old Testament  prophecies
His 12 ways thal would
prepare for and lead to
the Incarnation of Christ!
! The Messiah woulc
come. Immediately follow-
ing Adam's sin God spoke
these words to Satan, who
had prompted the Fall of
man :  "And  T  w i l l  pu t  enm i t y
between thee and the
woman, and between thy
seed and her seed; it shall
bruise thy head, and thou
shalt bruise his heel" (Gen.
3:15). Devout Bible stu-
dents claim to see a thri l l-
ing prediction of the Cross
and the Resurrection in
this verse-the Saviour's
great victory over Satan.
Theologically, then, verse
l5 may be t ranslated:  "And
there wil l be intense
hatred between Satan and
Christ. Eventually Christ
wil l crush the head of
Satan, while suffering a
heel wound in the oro-
cess.  l  nrs a l t - lmportant
verse is known as the
"Proto-Evangel," the first
gospel.
K The Messiah would be
born. Unlike Adam and
Eve who were created, the
Messiah would be bornr
ffi The Messiah would be
born of a woman. Eve, es-
pecially, may have pondered
this statement in amaze-
ment, for she had come
from the side of a man.
Why could not the Christ
child come from man?
ffi The Messiah would be a
male. For reasons known
Christ be with you. Amen"
(Rom. 16:20).
I The Messiah would
come from the nation
Israel. By comparing
Genesis 12: l -3 wi th Mat-
thew 1:1 we learn Israel
was the nation selected by
God to accomplish the
Incarnation.
I The Messiah would
come from the tribe of
Judah. The dying patriarch
give you a sign; Behold, a
virgin shall conceive, and
bear a son, and shall call
his name Immanuel" (Isa.
7:14).
tr The Messiah would be
born in Bethlehem. "But
thou, Bethlehem Ephratah
.. .  out of  thee shal l  he
come forth unto me that is
to be ruler in Israel;
whose going forth have
been from of old, from
everlasting" (Micah 5:2).
I The Messiah would be
visited and honored by
wise men. Both David (Ps.
72:10) and Isaiah (Isa.
60:3,6,9) predicted this, and
Matthew 2:l records its
historical fulfillment.
SermonOutllne
The Btrth of Jesus-
Luke 1:5-2:52
I. Gabriel's announcement
to Zacharias (1:5-25)
II. Gabriel's announcement
to Mary (1:26-38)
IIL Mary's visit to
Elisabeth (1:39-56)
IV. Jesus' Birth in
Bethlehem (2:l-21)
Word Study
Jesus is an adaptation of
the Greek form of Jeshua.
which was formerly
Jehoshua or Joshua
(Jehovah is salvation).
Jesus was given his name
by direction of the angel
to Joseph (Matt. 1:21) and
Mary (Luke 1:31). Jesus is
his personal name while
Christ is his title (the
Christ); though Christ has
been and continues to be
used as a proper name,
either alone or as Jesus
Christ.
only to God, in the coun-
cils of eternity it was de-
termined that the comins
Messiah would take upoi
Himself  the f lesh of a
male, and not a female.
ffi The Messiah would suf-
fer. Note the phrase in
Genesis 3:15, "thou lSatan]
shalt bruise his [Christ's]
heel." Isaiah would later
provide the ultimate de-
scription of the agony of
His suf ler ing ( Isa. 53).
ffi The Messiah would,
nevertheless, emerge vic-
torious! The "heel wound"
suffered would be as noth-
ing when compared to the
crushing head injury He
would inflict upon Satan.
Paul later reminds us:
"And the God of peace
shall bruise Satan under
your feet shortly. The
grace of our Lord Jesus
Jacob gathered his 12 sons
around him in Egypt and
predicted the future of
each. These words were
directed to his fourth s<.rn:
"The sceptre shall not
oepart  l rom Juoan,  nor  a
Iawgiver from between his
feet, until Shiloh come;
and unto him shall the
gathering of the people be"
(Gen .49 ;10 ) .
E The Messiah would
come from the House of
David.  Some 10 centur ies
before Christ, God reassured
a disappointed David that
although he would not be
allowed to build a temple,
one of his descendants
would someday rule over
Israel forever-the Messiah
Himself (2 Sam. 7).
U The Messiah would be
born of a Virgin. "There-
fore the Lord himself shall
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Proise to fhe Newborn King
Blessed be the Lord of Israel;
For he hath visited and redeemed his people,
And hath raised up an horn of salvation for us
In the house of his servant David;
As he spake by the mouth of his holy prophets,
Which have been since the world began:
That we should be saved from our enemies,
And from the hand of all that hate us;
To perform the mercy promised to our fathers.
And to remember his holy covenanq
The oath which he sware to our father Abraham.
That he would grant unto us, that we being
Delivered out of the hand of our enemies
Might serve him without fear,
In holiness and righteousness before him,
All the days of our life.
And qhou, child, shalt be called
The prophet of the Highest: For thou shalt go
Before the face of the Lord to prepare his ways;
To give knowledge of salvation unto his people
By the remission of their sins,
Through the tender mercy of our God;
Whereby the dayspring from on high hath visited us,
To give light to them that sit in darkness
And in the shadow of death,
To guide our feet into the way of peace.
(Zacharias's message in Luke 1:68-79)
Ien
CommondmenlsI.lis Poverty-
for Chdslmos My Weolth
Thou shalt not leave
Christ out of Christmas.
Thou shalt not value
thy gifts by their cost.
Thou shalt give thyself
with thy gifts-thy love,
thy personality, and thy
service,
Thou shalt not let Santa
Claus take the place of
Christ.
Thou shalt not burden
thy servants. The sales
girl, the mail carrier, and
the merchant shall have
thy consideration.
Thou shalt not neglect
attendance at thy church.
Thou shalt not neglect
the needy. Let thy bounti
ful blessings be shared
with the many who will go
hungry and cold unless
thou art generous at
Christmas.
Thou shalt become in
spirit as a little child.
Thou shalt prepare thy
soul for Christmas while
getting gifts ready.
Thou shalt give thy
heart to Christ. Let thy
Christmas list have Christ
at the top and thy heart as
thy gift. In so doing, thou
art as the Wise Men of old
and verily thou shalt find
thyself born again on
Christmas Day.
-Author unknown
I'velraveled long
With'a carol song,
To be with the loved of
mine,
And the homing plane
Sped the high airlane
Bringing me to the holiday
time,
To the joyfilled faces,
To the sweet embraces,
To love gifts and tinseled
pine.
But the Christmas Child
Crossed the spaces wild,
Past the moon and the
stars He made-
From eternal light
To the ageJong night
Of the world, with glad
tidings lade.
No room in the inn,
The Saviour from sin,
In a manger's straw, was
laid.
No room for Him,
Blessed Saviour of men
Has the world. But in
rapture I say,
"Come in, Lamb of God!
My Saviour, my God,
To my heart come Thou in
and stay."
My peace by His pain,
His poorness all gain
To me, this Christmas
Day,
John R. Rice
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Having it really helped us
feel like we had a bit of
"home" with us.
Reaching out to other
missionaries was my nexl.
step. I had surprise gifts
made for them and then
packaged "native-made"
gifts to send to our family
in the United States.
On Christmas night, we
got together with our
church members, gave
them gifts, sang Christmas
songs, and presented the
Christmas story. In giving
to others, we were able to
lose some of our home-
sickness. We are very
thankful for the ministry
God has given us to these
special people.
Jim and Sterling O'Neill
Korea. As we come
once more to the
Christmas season, again
our hearts are tugged a
Iittle as we think of our
families and friends back
in the States. No matter
how exciting the ministry
is where God has called
us, how nice it would be
to sit down on Christmas
Eve and
enjoy Mama's
good home cookin' in
our home country with
our own people!
In Korea Christmas is a
national holidav, but it is
celebrated onlv bv the
Christians. Everyone else
enjoys only a day off from
work on December 25. But
that makes it extra special
because the true meanins
of Christmas takes on .uin
greater value. Christians
celebrate Christmas in
Korea usually by going to
their parents' home on
Christmas mornins and
navlng a olg meal ror
breakfast. Most churches
have all-night services on
Christmas Eve which
usually includes a
dramatic oresentation of
the Bi r th of  Jesus.  Gi f ts
are exchanged, but only to
a l imited degree. Christ-
mas trees are very small
and must be kept in dirt
so they can be ieplanted
later (by law).
As we celebrate Christ-
mas in Korea this year, we
trust  that  your  celebrat ion
in America wil l take on
greater meaning than ever
The Heort
Goes Home
At Christmastime the
heart goes home even if it
must travel across the bar-
riers of oceans and lands.
Christmas celebrations in
another country will not
likely be similar to those
pressed into the memories
of the American mission-
ary. The following ex-
cerpts from missionaries'
Christmas letters to their
homeland provide us with
insight into what their
Christmases away from
home are really like. After
reading their letters we
can be more sensitive in
our prayers for them dur-
ing the holiday season.
Philippines. Christmas-
time can be one of the hardest
times for many missionaries,
especially when you are
10,000 miles from family.
We found that by giving to
those around us, we were
able to see people brought
together. I asked myself,
"What am I giving of
myself to make this the
best Christmas ever for
those I love and am
ministering to-like Christ
gave of Himself to me?"
Being the wife of a mis
sionary, my first answer
was "my home." I  im-
mediately started making
decorations for my family
and others to enjoy. First I
drew a fireplace because I
could always remember a
glowing fireplace at my
grandparents' home. Next
I made a Nativity scene
with bleach and soft drink
bottles. I fashioned a
wreath from cloth, making
holly leaves and berries,
After making stockings for
the fireplace, I displayed
the Christmas cards we
received from our family
and friends in the states.
Taking the advice of a
friend, we had brought
our own Christmas tree
as we honor the Lord's
Birth.
Joe and Ann Hale
Haiti. What a
Christmas oresent! We
have been promised
enough powdered milk
from the United States to
provide all of our school
children with a daily
ration!
In Hait i  a l l  food is in
short supply, but
protein-required for
brain development and
especially viial to young
children-is the least
available and the most ex-
pensive. In the few schools
where we have been able
to provide milk to the
students, the children are
obviously brighter, more
alert, and healthier.
Now, we will be able to
provide milk for every one
of our school children, all
32,000 of them, every day!
This will be a year-long
Christmas present for the
hungry children who need
it so badlv. Mav Christmas
be as speiial for you as
this opportunity will make
it for thousands of His lit-
tle ones here in Haiti.
Wallace and Eleanor
Turnbull
Emborrossing
Moments...
Clvde H. Box. Brook
Hollow Baptist Church,
Desoto, Texas: One Sunday
evening I was kidding my
assistant pastor unmerci-
fully concerning some
foolish mistakes he had
made while preaching.
Then I said to the con-
gregation: "Enough of this
foolishness, turn in your
Bibles to Jack Daniels,
chaoter 5." I had to listen
to the tane before I could
believe I said that.
Prison Ministry
Requires
Love ond
Dependobility
The United States
prison population has
doubled in the past decade
and continues to grow 15
times faster than the gen-
eral population. More than
454.000 men and women
sit behind bars. Too often
these prisoners are forgot-
ten by society and by
Christians, even though
Jesus admonished us to
visit the imprisoned.
What can the average
Christian do to help
prisoners? Anyone can
pray for men and women
in prison and for those
who share the gospel
behind prison walls,
Many people can take a
few extra minutes to cor-
respond with a prisoner.
Prison Fellowship, founded
bv Chuck Colson, will
match any interested per-
son with an appropriate
prisoner who has asked
for a pen pal.
Others may wish to
volunteer for work in a
direct prison ministry. Ed
Martin, president of Hope
Aglow Ministries in Lynch-
burg, Virginia, trains vol-
unteers to work in prisons
and iails. "The most rm-
port;nt abilities are credi-
bility, dependability, and
predictability."
Volunteer workers
should be "low key, settled
in temperament, and at
peace," says Martin. "This
is a very special ministry,
but to see it through, your
heart must be in it."
Martin was converted
over 40 years ago while
working on a Virginia
chain gang. He knows
what orison is like and
how much the gospel is
needed behind bars. Has
he encountered any
obstacles ?
"Not really. Of course
you must be willing to
comply with the requests
of the prison or jail offi-
cials. You must set a
schedule of ministry and
you must fulfill your prom-
ises. If the officials know
that you will be dependable
and consistent hey will
usually allow you in."
Martin's wife, Alfreda,
works with him in prison
ministry and often accom-
panies him when he visits
prisoners on death row.
"Anyone can be involved
in prison ministry," be-
lieves Martin. "That is,
anyone with a love for
souls who will see the
prisoners as they can be-
splendid Christians."
The holiday season is a
good time to minister to
those behind bars. Check
with your local prison
authorities about reaching
out to these people by
Christmas caroling, bring-
ing refreshments, or dis-
tributing small gifts-
including New Testaments.
Church News
The Association of Bap-
tists for World Evangelism
dedicated the new Karolyn
Kempton Memorial Hos-
pital this summer in Togo,
located between Benin and
Ghana in West Africa. The
unique hospital not only
provides medical service
but also conducts gospel
presentation services in
the clinic waiting rooms.
David Clutts, M.D., and his
wife, Kathleen, minister
with others and are using
the hospital as part of the
total church-planting effort
in Togo.
translating projects in I 1
countries on 3 continents.
Bibles International
provides highly qualified
translation that is as close
as possible to the original
text, thus making it a
primary source for fun-
damental missionaries and
national translators.
Field director Paul
Versluis speaks in col-
leges, conferences, and
churches, informing
believers of their oppor-
tunity to help place Bibles
in the hands of people
around the worlci. For
more information, write to
Bibles International, 3 120
Leonard Street, NE, Grand
Rapids, Michigan 49505, or
caII 616-942-7712.
The 1986 March for Life
will be held in Washington,
D.C., on January 22, lhe
13th memorial date of the
Supreme Court's infamous
abortion decision. At noon
marchers will rally in the
Ellipse for the program
and then march past the
White House, along
Pennsylvania Avenue to
the Capitol and Supreme
Court. Marchers will then
lobby their representatives
and senators in the con-
gressional buildings.
There are many areas
for involvement in prepara-
tion for the march. For
more information write:
March for Life, Box 2950,
Washington, D.C. 20013.
Take Note
The Massachusetts
Supreme Court says the
Christian Science Monitor
had the right to fire a les-
bian who refused to parti-
cipate in church-ordered
healings, but will allow
Christine Madsen to pur-
sue a new hearing.
Two Iowa church schools,
Central Iowa Christian
Academy and Keokuk
Christian Academy, have
asked a federal court to
prevent the state from im-
posing educational stan-
dards. See stories beginning
on page 72.
Christian Waali
tribespeople of Ghana
laughed and cried recently
when they opened their
New Testaments for the
first time. Bibles Interna-
tional, with Baptist Mid-
Missions' translator Iola
Slack, had delivered God's
Word to another of the
earth's 3,000 language
groups without Bibles.
Bibles International is cur-
rently involved in 30
A
star
shone
guiding
the shepherds to where
the baby lay, encom-
passed by those
lowly stable ani-
mals who knew earth's
King had come, offering
hope to
all of
man
I
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eople often say that Sandi Patti
has the power to "bring fans to
their feet and believers to their
knees." but she is easilv misunderstood.
Her success has not evolved from a bril-
liant voice, though her three-octave
soprano can be powerful in one breath
and gently wooing in the next. Her fame
has not risen from an overwhelming
personality, though she charms audi-
ences with a professional repertoire
worthy of the best performers. Sandi is
a cut above because she does it all, but
versatility alone does not account for
her rise to orominence.
Sandi's appeal springs from her sim-
ple abilitv to translate her fulfilled and
happy liie in Christ into songs that
communicate.
Sandi is the first to admit that her
testimony "is probably not the most in-
teresting one you have heard. I grew up
in a Christian home. My father was a
50 Fundomentolist Journol $
Sandi Patti Communicates
music minister at our local church, and
my parents were always telling and
showing me that Jesus loves me. They
were careful to point out that becoming
a Christian was a decision I alone could
make. I did on my eighth birthday. Jesus
was the best birthday present I have
ever received."
Sandi and her two younger brothers
enjoyed their musical home. Her mother
taught Sandi piano and music, and the
family often traveled to other churches
for concerts. Sandi now readily admits
that her Darents were the the most in-
fluential 
-people 
in her life: "I would
watch them and see how they put into
practice the things they said they be-
lieved. Their actions always supported
what they said."
Sandi delivered her first solo
before she was 3. She continued sing-
ing through her teenage years and
entered college as a music education
major. Her first job was as a teacher's
assistant in a junior high school. Later
she found herself earning money for
college as a backup singer-recording
jingles for Juicy Fruit gum, fast-food
restaurants, and the Ohio State Fair.
At Anderson College she met and fell
in Iove with John Helvering. John en-
couraged her to record a custom
album-For My Friends. One week
before their wedding, a recording ex-
ecutive heard the album, called Sandi,
and her recording/concert career took
off. "Everything started to mushroom
from that point on," Sandi told the
Saturday Evening Posl. "We hadn't
planned on a music career, but it felt
risht."
Sandi recorded her first commercial
album in 1979. Since then she has
earned the Dove Award for Female
Vocalist of the Year every year since
1982; the Dove Award for Gospel Artist
of the Year for 1982, 1984, and 1985; and
has been nominated for the Grammy
Award for Best Gospel Performances
for three years. In 1984 Sandi's duet
with Larnelle Harris won the secu-
lar Grammy Award for Best Gospel
Performance-Duo or Group with their
song "More Than Wonderful."
Her albums have won the Dove
Award Inspirational Album of the Year
Living out of a suitcase promotes an
appreciation for the comforts of home,
but Sandi does not overemphasize her
lovely home. "Il the house were on fire,
I'd grab my husband and my daughter,"
she explained. "There's nothing else that
can't be replaced."
walks with the Lord. She helps me
keep my eyes on the eternal things."
Sandi is also concerned about cur-
rent world needs. She and nine other ar-
tists recently recorded "We'll Stand
Together," an album for World Vision,
which will be available for a donationre-
the
on three occasions, and she has
corded three songs designated as
Dove Award's Song of the Year.
After the 1985 Dove Awards cere-
mony, during which she received four
prestigious awards, Sandi said, "I would
be singing gospel music whether there
were awards or not, because I believe
in what the songs say and in the way of
life I've chosen: to live accordins to the
Lord and what He's done forrn"l But it
always means a lot to me to receive
votes of confidence like the Dove
Awards. Through them, people who are
involved in the same industrv are sav-
ing to me, 'We believe in whit yor.r aie
doing, and we are supporting you and
praying for you.' "
When she is not in a concert hall or
the recording studio, fulfilling her role
as "the voice" or as the gospel singer of
the year, Sandi is a wife and mother.
John Helvering is more than Sandi's
husband. He is her business partner,
handling everything from bookings to
sound equipment. "John does so many
things," Sandi told a writer from Con-
temporary Christian Music. "He's avery
unique man. Honestly, there has never
been a time when there was a difficulty
with my being in the forefront and
John's being in the background. John
feels he is doing what God has given him
to do. Although people may not see him
very much, John is a part of everything
I do and everything I am. He's in con-
trol of everything."
John and Sandi Helvering became
parents on May 22,1984. Sandi cried at
Anna's first birthday party. "I was just
thinking about the last year-I can't
believe she's a year old."
John and Sandi, their parents, and
all of their brothers and sisters Iive in
Anderson, Indiana. Sandi feels her fam-
ily is the stabilizing influence that keeps
her in touch with reality. "When I get
home from a concert," she says, "the
first thing Mom asks is how my concert
went. Then she tells me to set in the
kitchen and help with the d'ishes."
Since Anna's birth, Sandi has real-
ized that her life will be settlins down
a bit. While Anna is young, ste will
travel with her motheiandTather, but
when she reaches school ase Sandi
plans to cut traveling to sumirers and
weekends. "It's not fair for her to srow
up in an unrealistic environment.i'
Sandi works hard at developing a
"normal" life, and she appreciates the
friends who offer help and encourage-
ment every day. When asked who she
would want in the hosoital bed next to
her if she were recuper-ating from an ill-
ness, Sandi laughed and thought for a
moment. She did not name a famous
singer or renowned personality, She
mentioned a valued friend: "I'd want my
Bible study leader, Bev Graddy. I would
very much enjoy spending my days with
her. She always has something en-
couraging to say because she really
of $20. The money will provide food,
water, and medicine for a family in
Africa for over a month. "I was floored
when I learned what 920 could do,"
said Sandi. She has also agreed to
serve as a television spokesman for
World Vision.
Sandi joined with CAUSE (Christian
Artists United to Save the Earth) to cut
a song for Compassion lnternational.
The proceeds will also provide relief for
famine victims in Africa.
"Throughout my entire life I have
tried to allow the Lord to suide and
direct my decisions and actiois. I never
planned to become a gospel singer, but
God opened the doors. I am simply try-
ing to be faithful to His calling."
-What 
will the future hold f- Sanai
Patti? "I believe that as long as I continue
in His Word and live the kind of life He
wants me to live daily,I will accomplish
what is really important. My family and
my career are second to my relationship
with my heavenly Father." I
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CHURCH/SCHOOL SUPPLIES DIRECTORY
LUDWIG OTTO COMPANIES
Dear Friend,
I would like to give your church the following:
1. 5000 copies of a book recommended by many Chris-
tian leaders.
Z .  $800.00  f ree  adver t i s ing
3. $2000.00 cash.
This is not a gimmick! Many churches
throughout the United States are success-
fully involved in this program. If you are
interested in learning more without any
obligation on your part, please complete
and return this coupon.
Sincerely, Ludwig Otto
Please send me information about your special program!
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE zw--
Clip coupon and send to:
LUDMG OTTO COMPANIES
803 Allied Bank Bldg. . Bedford, Texas 76021
[2] LEART{ GoSPET MUSTC
Exciting new course shows how to play melodies
with right hand, chords with left. Learn t0 play
rhythm basses, fills, runs, cross hands, "walking"
basses, melodies in 3rds, 6ths, other technics. 20
easy lessons $6.98 plus 700 postage.
90 minute GASSETTE goes beyond inexplana-
tions and illustrations. Actually hear how to play
rhythm basses, runs, fills, "walking" basses. Repeat
examples a  otten as you wish, learn in privacy at
home. $6.98+400 postage
Order both book and cassette for $12.98 ood!
trl0NEY BACI( DAVlDS0tlS, 6'127J FMctcalf
GUABAI{TEEI Shawnee lllission. KS 662111
these books.
LYRIC CHOIR GO\ryNS
HELP YOU LOOK. FEEL
AND SOT]ND YOUR BEST
Adult and youth sizes . Variety of styles,
fabrics, colors . Quality craftsmanship .
Thirty years experience . Satisfaction
guaranteed. Competitive prices
Write today for free catalog and
fabric samples.
Adult gowns from $19.95
Youth gowns from $16.95
LYRIC CHOIR GO\ryN CO.
P O. Box 16954- JF
Jacksonville. FL 32216
QO4) 725-7977
;1;.lft$l 
,z}ilfu:er
Level premium for1 0 years
AARON MANLEY &
ASSOCIATES IN URANCE
Big savings at any age
l\,1onthly rates, male, non-smoker
Level premium tor 1 0 years. A.M. Best ranks fiis the #1 term
life product. Underwritten byA.M. Best "A'Lrated company.
lf you don't know Aaron Manley & Associates, you don't
know how to save on insurance. For the best. call or write:
Aaron Manley
P.O. Box 831947
Richardson, TX75083(21 4)  644-5679
Texas Watts: 1 -800-441-041 5
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your Ophons
Home Education Resource Guide
that includes:
o Cuniculum Suppliers
o Conespondence Schools
o Legal lnformation
o How-To Books
. Home School Organizations
. Recommended Lists
o Educational Materials & Suppliers
. Much More!
$r/2 x 17 - 88 pages
-ORDER FROM-
Home School Headquarters
P.O. Box 366
Fremont, NE 68025
Plaaco conr l  mo mrr
Home Education Resource Guide.
Enclosed is $10.00
State 7in_v ! e ! v  L r P
Sotisfoction Guaronteed!
[u PLAY GoSPEL S0I{GS 8Y EAR
Amazing new counse shows how to play and CH0R0
any gospel song you've ver heard-enlirely b  ear!
How to find the right starting note, what chords to
play and when to play them. Play in easy keys lirst,
then in any key. Learn the secrets of how to play
by eat and play the hymns you love-now! 10 easy
lessons $698 plus 700 postage.
90 minute CISSEfiE gives more explanations and
illustrates very step slowly enough so you hear how
ifs done Hear holv songs hould sound. $6.98+400
p0srage.
0rder both book and cassette for $12.98
SAVE - bolh b0oks and bolh cassettes - $25 ppdl(Specifv piano 0r orlan) GUARAIITEEDI
FOR FREE INFORMATION FROM OUR ADVERTISERS, USE THE CONVENIENT POSTAGE-PAID REPLY CARD OPPOSITE PAGE 70,
IA Shirt
for fimmy:
Teachin$
Ghildren
to Pray
by Howard G. Hendicks
When our children
came along, my wife and I
began a procedure I would
strongly recommend to
any parent. We took a lit-
tle loose-leaf notebook,
and on one side of a page
we wrote, "We ask" and
on the other side, "He
answers." I would not
trade anything for this lit-
tle book because of what
it enabled me to teach my
children about prayer, to
teach them different aspects
of expectation.
We have a lovely family
in our community who also
uses a prayer notebook. The
father felt God was com-
pelling him into vocational
Christian work. So he sold
his business at a loss and
entered the work to which
the Lord had called him.
And things got rather
rough financially.
One night at family de-
votions, Timmy, the young-
est of four boys, asked,
"Daddy, do you think Jesus
would mind if I asked Him
for a shirt?"
"Of course not," an-
swered his dad.
So they wrote in their
little prayer-request book,
"Shirt for Timmy." Mom
added, "Size seven." You
can be sure that every
night Timmy saw to it that
they prayed for the shirt.
For weeks they prayed for
it--every night.
One day the mother re-
ceived a telephone call
from a Christian business-
man, a clothier in down-
town Dallas. He said, "I
just completed our July
clearance sale. Knowine
that you have four boys it
occurred to me that I have
something you might use.
Could you use some boys'
shirts ?"
She said, "What size?"
"Size seven."
"How many do you
have?"
"I have 12 of them."
What would you do?
Some parents would take
the shirts and stuff them
in the bureau drawer and
make some casual com-
ment to the child. Not this
enlightened family. That
night, as expected-"Don't
forget, Mommy, let's pray
for the shirt."
"We don't have to pray
for the shirt. Timmv. The
Lord answered your p.ayer."
"He did?"
"Right."
As previously arranged,
brother Tommy goes out,
gets a shirt, brings it in,
and puts it on the table.
Timmy's eyes are like
saucers. Tommy goes out
and gets another shirt and
brings it in. Out, back,
out, back until he has piled
12 shirts on the table, and
Timmy thinks God has
gone into the shirt business.
There's a boy today by the
name of Timmy who still
believes that there is a
God in heaven who is in-
terested enough in a boy's
needs to provide a shirt.
Do your kids know that?
Do you know that in our
affluent society?
Sometimes we have had
to write "No" in the an-
swer column. Have you
come to appreciate with
expectation the Lord's no?
This is just as much an
answer as a yes. My wife
and I prayed for two addi-
tional children and God
appeared to answer that
prayer until the time of
their birth, They were
both born dead. I can still
remember coming home
and finding my four kids
at the door calling, "Hey,
Dad! What is it, a boy or a
think of the desires and
needs of others. Spending
time and thought selecting
or making a gift for a
loved one is healthy for
children. Often they will
del ight more in watching
the recipients open their
gifts than they do in open-
ing their own.
We communicated the
soirit of Christmas to our
.hildren by adopting three
or four Door or shut-in
families. We shared in
selecting foodstuffs for
their Christmas dinner.
wrapped gifts, and
delivered them together.
Even though we are not a
family of musicians we
sang a few carols at their
homes. One year our shy
junior high son was a bit
reluctant to participate,
but did so at Father's in-
sistence. Later he com-
mented that this special
act of giving brought new
meaning to Christmas.
Christmas is a time
when hearts are open to
the Christ the season
celebrates. Even in our
oversecularized culture a
person cannot escape the
message, "Unto you is
born this day in the city of
David, a Saviour, which is
Christ the Lord." This is
an excellent time to pray
for lost loved ones,
neighbors, and friends.
Christmas is what you
make it. Remember, Jesus
was born, and even though
December 25 may not be
the day, it is one day out
of each year when the
whole Western world
recognizes Him. Be glad
you know the real mean-
ing of Christmas and make
the most of it.
Ghristmas
Should Be trtrn
For the Family
by Tim and Bev LaHaye
Christmas can be the
most fun time of the year
for a family with the right
attitude. If you are troubled
by the pagan baggage
associated with December
25-like Christmas trees,
wreaths, hol ly,  mist letoe,
and other things relating
to the celebration of the
winter solstice-you may
Iose a golden opportunity
to promote family joy and
togetherness.
Why not look at
Christmas as a reality of
our American life? Con-
sider the assets the season
offers your family, and
make it a teaching ex-
nerience as well as a bless-
ing. Christmas is a time to
promote family together-
ness. We probably spend
more nights at home with
the family during the
holidays than at any other
time of the year.
Making gifts for
various family members
teaches your children to
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girl?" And I took them
over to our divan and got
out our little book and
wrote "No" in it.
You will communicate
more in one experience
like this than in 20 dozen
sermons on the subject of
prayer. You are coming
through at a level the
child can understand. The
problem often is whether
we adults get the message.
Adapted from Taking A
Standby Howard G. Hen-
dr icks @ 1972,1983, by
Howard G. Hendricks.
Published by Multnomah
Press, Portland, Oregon
97266. Used by permission.
Giving
Iaxwise
If Congress revamps
the tax laws for  next  year
to resemble Presidenf
Reagan's proposal, the
valuable tax-planning tool
of t iming could be made
largely ineffective in the
years to c t - rme.  T iming in-
volves the acceleration or
delaying of income or de-
ductions. Deductions are
bunched into a tax year
when they can collectively
be used most effectively.
Income is taken in a year
when it wil l be taxed less-
due to more deductions or
Iower tax rates.
Currently there are 15
tax brackets ranging I rom
I I to 50 percent. The Presi-
dent's proposal would
al low only three:  15,  25,
and 35 percent. With a re-
duced number of brackets,
moving to a lower bracket
by manipulating your rn-
come and deductions be-
comes much harder.
A l t hough  the  P res i -
dent's proposal would
make the new rates effec-
t ive July  1,  th is  date is  not
l ikely to be approved be-
cause it would require
operating under two sets
of rules-one for the first
half of the year and
another for the second.
Many congressmen who
support revising the sys-
tem seem to favor a
January I effective date
for any cuts made in the
tax rates.
Apparent ly  most  Amer i -
cans would find themselves
in a lower tax bracket
beginning next year. This
represents an opportunrty
to take advantage of t im-
ing. Unless the taxpayer
owns a business, delaying
the receipt of income other
than investment gains
would be diff icult. But de-
ductions can be accelerated
into this year, so they wil l
go further torvard reduc-
ing the individual's tax bil l .
Christians who regularly
make contributions to
their church or other char-
it ies can take advantage of
th is  excel lent  tax p lanning
tool. By making some of
ncxt  year ' 's  g i f ts  in  ad-
vance (in this tax year)
your out-of-pocket costs
will be reduced.
Those who do not have
enough deductions to
itemize (more than half of
all taxpayers) can use the
acceleration of charitable
deductions to push them
E
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Gifts to
Give Your
Ghildren
The most valuable gifts
we can give our children
cannot be purchased with
money; but without them,
their trees of life will shed
but dim light in a world of
darkness.
Hope. Time. Hospitality.
Caring. Praise. Tolerance.
Humility. Value of Life.
Discernment. Self-respect.
Modesty. Respect for Law.
Sharing. Respect for Others.
Be Themselves. Christ-
awareness. Responsibility.
Thoroughness. Diligence.
Honor. Integrity. Kindness.
Gratitude.
Maryts Song
Blue homespun and the bend of my breast
Keep warm this small hot naked star
fallen to my arms. (Rest...
you who have had so far
to come.) Now nearness satisfies
the body of God sweetly. Quiet he lies
whose vigor hurled
a universe. He sleeps
whose eyelids have not closed before.
His breath (so slight it seems
no breath at all) once ruffled the dark deeps
to sprout a world.
Charmed by doves' voices, the whisper of straw,
he dreams,
hearing no music from his other spheres.
Breath, mouth, ears, eyes
he is curtailed
who overflowed all skies,
all years.
Older than eternity, now he
is new. Now native to earth as I am, nailed
to my poor planet, caught that I might be free,
blind in my womb to know my darkness ended,
brought to this birth
for me to be new-born,
and for him to see me mended
I must see him torn.
Reprinted trom A Widening Light: Poems ol ,r" ,r;t;::,:Ili
by Luci Shaw by permission of Harold Shaw Publishers. Copyright
O 1984 by Luci Shaw.
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Ghildren's
over the deduction limit
and use the long form
when filing. This would
allow them to make full
tax use of their gifts
rather than losing half of
them as would normally
be the case for 1985. (Non-
itemizers wil l be l imited to
deducting 50 percent of
charitable donations uo ro
50 percent of 
.adjustedgross lncome.J
Those in a high tax
bracket, and who can af-
ford it, might give now for
all of next year and maybe
even the year after as well.
Relatively small organi-
zations receiving large
prepaid gifts should be
notified of the taxpayer's
intentions. This wil l helo
thern project and budget
their income for the year.
I Paul G. Barringer, a certi-
fied financial planner, heads
Financial Advisory Services
in Lynchburg, Virginia.
Bookshelf
Here are some Christmas
season books for holiday
fun and learning.
Our Savior Is Born is a
delightful story of the first
Christmas and features
large, colorful pictures
and a simple poem. (Dan
Carr, Concordia Publishing
Company, $4.95)
The Christmas Activity
Book conLains many cre-
ative ideas for individual
and family projects plus
the Christmas story told in
25 episodes for daily
reading. (Susan Vesey and
Meryl Dorey, Lion Publish-
ing Company, $2.95)
The ABC's of Christmas
features each letter of the
alphabet illustrated with a
picture from the Christmas
story-a book your little
ones will enjoy reading
again and again. (Jane
Belk Moncure, Standard
Publishing, $4.95)
Ghristmas
Have a
"Sltare Ittt
The exciting spirit of
Christmas provides an excel-
lent  opportuni ty  for  get t ing
to know your neighbors,
teaching your children
how to give, and helping
others.
Caring. Most children
need to learn that Christ-
mas is more than just a
time for receiving gifts.
They can learn more about
the true spirit of Christmas
by your actions than they
can by your words. Take
them with you to deliver
baked goods or to deco-
rate a tree for an elderly
or invalid person. Let the
children read a Christmas
story or poem, or sing to
them, or even make greet-
ing cards to give them.
Chi ldren wi l l  surpr ise
you when given the oppor-
tunity to share one of
their toys with a less for-
tunate child. Let them
choose which toy to give
away-they will probably
impress you with their
generosity.
Caroling is a simple
idea that produces fun and
comradery. Any group wil l
do-your best friends,
neighbors, Sunday school
group, and so forth. Give
residents advance knowl-
edge of your caroling
night so they wil l be ex-
pect ing you.  Be sure to in-
clude shut-ins on your
street or even make a
nursing home one of your
stops. Finish the evening
with coffee or cocoa and
doughnuts.
Decorating. Why not
have a neighborhood get-
together to plan a Christmas
decorating theme for your
street or apartment build-
ing? During an informal
"share a dessert night"
plan how you might make
wreaths of a unified
theme, use similar l ights
in windows, or perhaps
string lights across the en-
tire fronts of apartment
buildings, or decorate a
centrally located tree. An-
choring candles in buckets,
or empty milk containers
filled with sand, can make
a lovely lighted outline for
driveways or streets. You
can have a special night or
Saturday afternoon for
making gar land f rom pine
boughs.  Imagine how im-
pressive it would be to
drive down a street where
there had been a concerted
effort at decorating.
Helping. Everyone can
experience the real joy of
giving by putting up a tree
and decoratins it for the
disabled or elderly.
Whether they need you to
shop for a freshly cut tree
or to put up an artificial
one, helping them get their
home decorated for
Christmas is bound to l ift
their spirits and give you
the blessing of sharing
your time. Offer to do
some shopping for them if
they are unable. And re-
member, vour own home-
baked goodies will bring
delight to them, so bake
some extra treats.
1 r ' ffirymwnilyCelebrafio
ffif CMstmas byeanBeck
Christmas is a time for joy-a season of living, sharing, giving, and celebrating. Rather
than grumble about having too much to do and too little money, Christian families can
celebrate the birth of Jesus in simple, inexpensive ways throughout the season. Using
the following suggestions, you can build family traditions and plant memories that will
Iast a lifetime.
ake cu tou t
sugar cook-
, ' : : i e s t o g e t h e r .
Use the shapes to tell
the Christmas story-
angels, stars, shepherds'
staffs, hearts.
tape record-
ing for rela-
tives or friends
who live far away is a
great idea. As a family
sing carols, read Scrip-
ture, recite poems, and
send special greetings.
f  Y . ,
a/ rds wrll learn a
J L new apprecla-
I Lt ionforChrist-
mas cards if, as the cards
arrive, your family will
pray for the needs of the
families who have sent
them.
l_a- u"l teens,can
I \ /enJoy .maKlng
---.-- 
rvrapplng pa-
per together. Supply the
children with white shelf
paper and crayons or
markers. Guide them as
they draw scenes from
the Christmas story.
A visit to anear-
,{ ' ,  bV nursing
l- Lhomeisawon-
derful way to teach your'
children to share. Tell
the Christmas story, sing,
and talk with the people
there. Take some goodies
to share.
Cl uuo, the fun of
^-gift wrapping
\*f by letting your
children create their
own gift tags from con-
struction paper. Deco-
rate with glitter, and tie
with yarn.
' ' r , i  
elebrate De-
cember 25 with
! a birthday cake
,lfesus. Make this a
tra/ition.
ave a special
p rog ram on
Christmas Day,
with all family members
participating. Plan for
Scr ip tu re  read ings ,
music, puppet shows,
artwork, short plays, or
whatever you choose.
emind your
children to give
gifts of love by
sharing their poetry, vis-
iting a shut-in, giving
cookies or a homemade
ornament, going Christ-
mas caroling, or doing
free babysitting.
ake a plan
for a special
C h r i s t m a s
breakfast and let every-
one have a part in pre-
paring for it (making
place mats, setting the
table, making a center-
cooking, clean up).
f ntensify the mes-
I r::,';"fi':x'u",l;
time to listen to the car-
ols, and especially Han.
del 's Messiah. Talk
about the meaning of
the words.
I-,/christmas flan-
nelgraph. Cover card-
board with flannel and
cut figures of the Christ-
mas story out of felt.
(Makes a great gif t
idea.)
ake an inex-
pensiveNativ-
ity scene out
of construction paper,
clay, and wooden clothes-
pins. Allow your chil-
dren to touch the pieces
and move them about.
7[
. 1
a Y rab a coat and
t -I go watKlng ln
\-t the crisp air
with the children, sing-
ing a happy hol iday
song.
z I \his month set
I aside children's
I books about
the Christmas story.
Read at bedtime or for
family devotions.
e i n s t a t e  t h e
old tradit ion
o f  s t r i n g i n g
popcorn (stale works
best) and cranberries
for your Christmas tree.
When you take down the
tree, take the garlands
outside for the birds.
emorize the
C h r i s t m a s
story foundin
Luke 2:l-20 as a familv.
;
t ,\ ach time you
Fl ,open a round
-)--J of Christmas
gifts, take time to sing a
favorite Christmas carol.
Iloweach child
to make a pa-
per chain of
red and green construc-
tion paper (25 links) on
December l .  Removing
a l ink each day helps
him know how many
days unti l  Christmas.
uspend a rec-
tangu lar  fe l t
nativity banner
from a dowel. Children
can make their own fig-
ures from fabric scraps,
sequins, braid, and glitter
to paste on the banner.
I \ake time to sing
a carol at the
' i .  
d i nne r  t ab le
each night .
-Tsffifq
favorite mis-
sionary family
L Lwil l  be over-
joyed by a Christmas
package from your fam-
ily (mail early).
dren by working with
them to make gifts for
each other and family
members.
ing each child to choose
a new ornament for the
tree, which they can
take with them when
they are grown.
Oir#1Tillr R*ri:.r'ii!: Y;',",'"*r,T*,
extra money are plenti-
ful with the increase in
holiday chores. Encour-
age them to buy a gift
for a needy child.
will and plan
for their lives
Z and that they will
eagerly follow Him-
without question or
reservation.
Hang a map of the
world ln your home. My
parents had a world map
on our breakfast room
wall, and everywhere I
ever lived, I have dis-
played a world map. Why?
We are so conscious of
our own country that we
are often oblivious to the
size of the whole world.
Having a world map be-
fore me has helped to ex-
pand my vision.
Become acqualnted
wlth other parts of the
world. Children, particu-
larly, have little grasp of
the fact that not everyone
in the world lives exactly
like we do. National Geo-
graphic, travel magazines,
travel agencies, and your
local library are good
sources of interesting in-
formation. Your family
might try having a monthly
"foreign night." For exam-
ple, to prepare for "Korea
night," one child could
study the major religion of
Korea, another could study
its food and customs. On
"Korea night," each mem-
ber of the family would
share his information. You
also might want to cook a
typical Korean dinner and
wear the national dress.
Gather informatlon on
maJor world rellglons.
Help your children dis-
cover that most people in
the world do not share our
belief in the God of the
Bible and His Son, Jesus
Christ. Your children
should be familiar with
the basic tenets of the ma-
jor world religions, along
with the areas of the
world where they exert
maximum influence. You
also can point out on your
world map the major
pockets of the world
where there is particularly
strong responsiveness or
resistance to the gospel.
Gather lnformatlon on
mlsslonarles. Have each
family member write to
your missionaries. Find
out what their particular
ministries are. Keep
abreast of their specific
needs. Ask them to send
you their regular prayer
list or newsletter. Place pic-
tures of your missionaries
on your world map next to
the countries where they
serve. Choose a meal each
week at which to read a
letter from one of your
missionary friends. Pray
for your missionaries daily
by name. Help with the
regular financial support
of one or more of your
missionaries.
As your children grow
older and have a little
money of their own, they
will probably want to con-
tribute either toward the
support of a missionary
for whom they have been
praying, for a particular
need, or perhaps for a spe-
cial missionary project.
The Lord Jesus had a
heart for all mankind-
broken for us. He wants
us to have a heart for the
world and to continue to
develop that heart in our
children and their chil-
dren. From His heart, to
ours, to the world, the
love of God is shed
abroad.
I Adapted from Worldwide
Challenge by permission of
the author.
Medical
Blessin$s
by Gregg Albers, M.D.
We in America have
been abundantly blessed
with the most advanced,
scientifically based, plenti-
ful medical care in the
world. The abilities to re-
attach severed limbs; re-
place hearts, livers, lungs,
and kidneys; cure many
forms of cancer; and save
premature babies as early
as at 22 weeks gestation
are practiced daily in
American hospitals. Even
death can be snatched
away and life restored
through highly advanced
resuscitation techniques.
We are blessed!
We easily forget how
scarce medical care is in
other countries. Hundreds
of African children go
blind daily, due to a lack
of Vitamin A in their diets.
Adults and children die
from pneumonia because
of a scarcitv of nurses to
diagnose thl problems and
of antibiotics to treat them.
Epidemics of measles kill
scores of children where
measles vaccines are un-
available.
At this special time of
year, let us put our bless-
ings into perspective, be
sensitive to those who are
hurting and dying, and
make an extra effort to
share our blessings with
others. Please donate your
time and effort, or give to
a missions program that is
trying to meet the basic
medical and nutritional
needs of the forgotten.
"Give, and it shall be given
unto you."
How to Give
Ghilafren a
Heart for the
World
by Nancy Leigh DeMoss
Will your children
adopt God's heart for the
world when they become
adults? Will they see the
people of the world as God
sees them-most of whom
are separated from Christ,
having no hope (Eph. 2:12),-
and will they love them as
God loves them?
Your children will not
automatically adopt God's
heart for the world. They
will naturally adopt the
values and priorities they
learn from their parents.
My parents practiced many
of these in our family of
seven children. Here are
some ideas on how to set
the example.
Become a World Chrls-
tlan yourself. If your chil-
dren obberve you aggres-
sively caring for the world
as God does, they will be
stimulated to care
similarly.
Pray datly for each of
your chlldren. Pray that
they will adopt God's heart
for the world. Pray that
they will earnestly seek
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MINISTRY UPDATE
Flooding Destroys Buildings and Btidge on Treasure Island
The bridge (obove) ond chopel (top right) before they woshed downstreqm. Comper houses qnd mointenonce building (bottom right),
Treasure Island, a youth
camp ministry of Thomas
Road Baptist Church, literally
disappeared under raging
floodwaters on November 5.
The island was also home to
two TRBC families and the
Liberty University football
team field house and practice
grounds. The river was 17
feet above flood stage.
The camp's prayer chapel
was swept to the end of the
island where it disassembled.
Structural damage is evident
to the first floors of the large
dwelling, the camper houses,
the athletic building, and a
maintenance building. The
400-foot bridge to the island
collapsed and washed down-
stream. Football equipment
could be seen hanging from
the trees after the water
receded. Because of this the
football team will have ro
cancel its last two games of
growth has necessitated
rapid expansion of facilities
tnls year.
But new dormitories, a
student union building, and
additional classroom space
must be added in 1986 to
meet the immediate needs.
To ensure the perpetuity
and enhance the strength of
this Christian universitv.
Liberty has made the com-
mitment to build a solid en-
dowment program, Gifts for
endowment are invested in,
an interesl"bearing portfolio
designed to keep the prin-
c i p a l  i n v e s t m e n t  i n t a c t
throughout the life of the
university. The interest earn-
ings from this portfolio of in-
vestments are used for donor-
the season.
Damage was estimated in
the millions. Floodwaters
rose4% feet higher than those
recorded by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Interior in 1771, and
6Vz feet higher than flooding
by hurricane Camille, which
struck Lynchburg in 1969.
designated or board-desig-
nated programs within the
university. Such projects as
student scholarships, pro-
fessorships, individual un-
dergraduate and graduate
schools, building and main-
tenance, and library collec-
tions all require endowment
funds.
Through the 1985 Liberty
Trust, the university seeks
1,000 friends who, standing
for the same principles and
sharing the same vision, will
commit to advancing this
kind of higher education by
making a tax-deductible con-
tr ibut ion of $10,000 by
December 31, 1985.
Liberty University: Upholding lts Saued Trust
Since its founding in
1971, Liberty University has
taken a solid stand against
the erosion of traditional
purposes and values. The
Bible-bel ieving Christ ian
scholars at Liberty support
the ideals of the Anrerican
Constitution and endorse
traditional values such as
family and free cnterpr isc.
Liberty holds firm to its
sacred trust and its grad-
uates are carrying forth the
ideals that will equip them
to make a difference in our
nation.
With a rapidly growing
enrol lment that reached
6,929 this year, Liberty has
now moved into a level of
achievement where its pro-
grams and graduates are
measured against those of
major universities. The 1985
Liberty Trust has been
established to ensure that
Liberty will become the
flagship university for Con-
servative Christians, with
sraduates who are able to
io-p.t .  with and surpass
the achievcments of our
nation's finest universities.
The Liberty Trust will
conduct annual programs
designed to provide financial
support for specific projects
within the universi ty that
support the advancement of
its mission. This year, two
projects have been slated as
priorities: expansion and en-
dowment. Unprecedented
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TRBC Presents tiving Cluistmas Tree
The 1985 "Living Christ-
mas Tree," a Virginia spec*
tacular, will be held at the
Thomas Road Baptist Church,
Lyrchburg, Virginia. Five per-
formances are scheduled to
accommodate the hundreds
of out-of-torvn and local
visitors: Friday, December 6,
7:30 p.m.; Saturday, Decem-
ber 7, 2:00 and 7:30 p.m.; and
Sunday, December B, 2:00 and
6:00 p.m.
The 300-voice cast and
crew will consist of the Livins
Christmas Tree choir, regular
0ld-Time Gospel Hour solo-
ists, the Liberty University
Chamber Choir, Sounds of
Liberty, and others. Due to
popular demand there will be
a return of the "chipmunks,"
those notorious critters who
always agree to disagree.
Much of the traditional
music will be repeated this
year, However, seven new
songs will be added from the
"Christmas Glory" musical.
Looking Back. . 1957-1959
Thomas Road Baptist
Church experienced an at-
CALENDAR
December
4-LU classes resume (after
Thanksgiving break)
6-B-Livi n g Christ mus Tree
1l-LU Walk-A-Thon
I2-13-Dr. Falwell speaks ut
BBF meeting, Temple
Buptist Church, Baton
Rouge, Louisiana
1B-LI.J scmester ends
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tendance o l  864 on i ts  f i rs t
ann i ve rsa ry  i n  1957 .
l; M;;.'h isss ,h" church
moved into a new audi to-
r ium wi th a basement  for
Sunday school rooms. That
same year Jerry Falwel l  and
Macel  Pate were marr ied,
a l t e r  da t i ng  l o r  l i ve  1ea rs .
l n  1959  the  E l im  Home
for alcoholics was started on
a 165-acre farm in Appomal-
lox CounLy.  The home was
moved nearer  Lynchburg in
t964
Banks Plays Pro;
Edwards Picked for Bowl
Mention Liberty Univer-
sity lootball and one thinks
of last year's superstar Fred
Banks.
Banks, a5'972", | 77-pound
wide receiver, was drafted in
the eighth round this past
season by the NFL's Cleve-
land Browns.
He finished as the second-
Ieading receiver in NCAA
Division Il in the fall of 1984
and holds school records in
total yardage, most recep-
tions, and most touchdowns
for a single season.
Because of a recent injury
Banks has been placed on the
reserve squad.
This vear's wide receiver
Kelvin Edwards has been
chosen to play in the Blue-
Gray All-Star Classic. Accord-
ing to the game's organizers,
Edwards could be the only
Division II player on the field
for the Christmas Day game
in Montgomery, Alabama.
Edwards is the Flames'
leading receiver, with 39
catches far 428 yards after
only eight games.
In an interview in the
Lynchburg News and Daily
Advance, Edwards said, "The
first thing t0 corne to my
mind was to thank the [ord.
I didn't think I'd make a bowl
game because I wasn't having
that good of a season, I'm
nervous now, but when I get
out there, I'll be ready."
Coach Morgan Hout is ex-
cited too. "Only 60 players are
chosen for this bowl. For
someone to come out of our
program-lt s really awe-
some," said the coach.
I lawrence Swicegood
keeping the tu i t ion reason-
able at America's fastest-
growing university. lt is also
symbol ic  o[  the students '
commi lment  to Chr is t ian
higher  educat ion and the ex-
pansion of  the univers i ty .
For  more in lormat ion on
how you can become one of
the walkers,  or  how you can
support  a s tudent  in  the
walk,  ca l l  I  -800-446-5000.
Fred Bonks
Kelvin Edwords
Liberty Walk-A-Thon Scheduled
Around Liberty Nlountain
At 8 a.m. on Decenrber  I  I
the students,  facul ty ,  ad-
m in i s t ra t i on ,  and  s ta f [  o f
L i b e r t y  U n i v e r s i l y  a n d
Schoo l s  w i l l  beg in  an  l 1 -
mi le t rek around the ent i re
Liber ty  Mounta in canrpus.
Evely walker  wi l l  be asking
for  f inancia l  support  for
each  m i l e  wa l ked .
The t r ip  wi l l  be a way for
s tuden ts  l o  exp ress  thc i r
thanks to supporters [c ' r
PROFILE
Making Much of Jesus
Nonhside Baptist Church and W. Jack Hudson
by Lamarr Mooneyham
escribed by the Charlotte
Observer as "the largest
church in the city" and one
of the "largest in the south," Northside
Baptist Church is located on 145
beautiful acres directly off Interstate 85.
On the second Sunday of Sep-
tember  1954,  Nor ths ide  Bapt is t
Church opened its doors with 29
charter members, including Joyce and
Jack Hudson, the only pastor the
church has known in over 3l years of
ministry, In a small tar-paper building
heated by a gas circulator, curtains
were drawn to separate various Sun-
day school classes. The restrooms
were outside.
As some Northsiders testify to this
day, few of the 29 people who heard
Jack Hudson preach his first sermon
imagined that 3l years later Northside
would include a membership in excess
of 6,000 people and a church facility
and campus valued at over $6 million.
Born on March 3,1922, in Taylors,
South Carolina, Walter Jack Hudson
was the youngest of eight children.
When Jack was 3 the family moved to
Charlotte, North Carolina, where he
grew up and married Joyce Skidmore.
Although he attended church and Sun-
day school regularly, attendance and
faithful service certificates testifying
to the fact, Jack did not follow in the
footsteps of his godly parents. Instead,
his affection was focused on auto-
mobile racing. All of his brothers had
been involved in racing, to the point
that they owned their own "Southern
States Racins Association."
h[on]oid, is puple,
Iots d people,
with nds ail
prcunlities
as wilque as
the pple themxlves.
On Wednesday night, February 22,
1950, Jack and Joyce Hudson attended
a Wednesday night service in the base-
ment of the Tabernacle Baotist Church
in Charlotte. That night i.l. Criffin
delivered the message from Romans
3:23. The Hudsons resnonded and were
led to the Lord. Salvaiion for Jack and
Joyce was a result not only of the
faithful preaching that was heard on
that Wednesday night in 1950, but also
of the faithful witness of Clinton and
Pollv Fields. who had oreviouslv
visited in the Hudson's home sharing
the Good News of salvation.
Shortly after conversion Hudson
began holding cottage prayer meetings
in different homes studying God's
Word with other people. Eight months
later, on October 1, 1950, sensing acall
to preach the gospel, the Hudsons
moved to Chattanooga, Tennessee, to
enroll in Tennessee Temple College.
While at Tennessee Temnle Jack Hud-
son became chaplain and president of
the student body. He was selected as
one of the student evangelists during
his final years and preached 26 straight
weekends prior to his graduation. He
was also recipient of the Trustee Char-
acter Award for his graduating class
and has since been chosen Alumnus of
the Year.
Even before becoming a student
Jack Hudson had suffered with arthritis
and was diagnosed as having rheuma-
toid spondylitis, a condition that follows
him to this day. Many students who
attended classes with Jack Hudson at
Tennessee Temole can remember his
presence in theilassroom. Due to his
condition, he often wore a back brace
which forced him to stand in the rear
of the class through many lectures
over the years. J.R. Faulkner has said
of Jack Hudson, "The Lord has put you
through many times of testing, and I
presume that is to prove the reality of
your faith and strengthen your faith,
to discioline and to educate vou. to
humble you, to purify you, to qualify
you to help others as you have, and to
prove to you the sufficiency of His
grace."
Most people who know Hudson can
agree with Faulkner because North-
side Baotist Church was born out of
suffering, carved out of granite, pro-
moted uphill by a founder and leader
whose physical pain is surpassed only
by his dedication to the person of Jesus
Christ. Throughout his ministry Jack
Hudson has made the statement,
"make much of Jesus and Jesus will
make much of you."
At its original location at 5801 Old
Concord Road, Northside grew steadily
through the formative years. From those
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29 charter members in 1954, Northside
experienced such an increase that con-
struction was as regular as the
scheduled services. In l96l Northside
completed a new auditorium and
though the location was still the same,
the address became 5726 North Tyron
Street.  The Northside Christ ian
Academy opened its doors in 1962 with
44 students, During the late sixties
Northside reached 1,000, a mark at the
time shared by only a few Baptist
churches throughout the country.
By 1968 the reputation of North-
side Ministries and Jack Hudson was
well-known across the United States.
Hudson had become a popular speaker
at churches and schools across the na-
tion. Florida Bible College in Miami
conferred the degree of doctor of
divinity on him. In 1969, because of
continued growth, and as a result of
prayer, Hudson and the people of
Northside decided to relocate to an
area more accommodating for a min-
istry that was bulging at the seams.
The next year they needed a finan-
cial miracle, and Northside claimed
Jeremiah 33:3 as the verse that would
permanent ly  charac ter ize  the i r
"Tt, Lord has put you
tltrouglt times of testing
to strengthen yoar faitlt,
to humble Iou, to purify
!ou, to qualify you to
help others."
-f, R, Faulkner
ministry. "Call unto me, and I will
answer thee, and shew thee great and
mighty things, that thou knowest not."
An appeal was made to the people of
Northside for a special offering of
$33,000 for a down payment on the
property. The people responded and
surpassed the goal with an offering in
excess of $40,000. Many such appeals
with similar results characterize the
giving of Northside and its people.
In 1973 the academy moved from
its old location to 333 Jeremiah
Boulevard, and later that same
academic year graduated its first
senior class. Today Northside Chris-
tian Academy is the largest Christian
School in the Carolinas.
On March 31,1974, Northside Bap-
tist Church conducted its first service
at the Jeremiah Boulevard location.
One of the greatest days in the history
of the church was marked by over
5,000 in attendance, in addition to all
of the blessings and the realization of
a dream. From 1974 until 1976 North-
side continued to grow. The abundance
of young people created a desperate
need for a sports center. Later that
year Northside erected the Alvin Dark
Sports Center, bearing the name of a
special friend. In August of 1984 North-
side needed a new exit road to accom-
modate traffic. The results of an ao-
peal for $76,000 were the same as
always-the people responded by go-
ing over the top. The new street, "The
Roman Road" was officially opened
and dedicated on Northside's 13th
anniversary, September 8, 1984, in a
ribbon-cutting ceremony with friend
and supporter Senator Jesse Helms.
Today the large white dome and
spire of Northside Baptist Church pro-
vide a landmark for those coming to
Charlotte by Interstate 85 from the
north. Beneath the dome is a 31,416-
square-foot sanctuary. The ceiling
rises 55 feet above the floor, and the
75-foot spire makes the highest point
of the church 135 feet. The comolete
church facility accounts for tO5,OOO
square feet of complex covering two
acres.
The newest building on the church
site is the Child Care Center, com-
pleted in 1982, providing nursery
facilities for infants and toddlers. and
a preschool program for 3-year-olds.
Northside is a multifaceted min-
istry, reaching out not only through
the pulpit ministry of Jack Hudson but
also through special ministries such as
Jollv Sixties. Pathfinders-for retarded
citiiens-complete nursery care, an
aggressive AWANA Club, and a mis-
sion outreach program that receives
10 percent of the annual gross church
offering. An additional mission arm
is "Jack Hudson Presents," the radio
outreach of Northside, now heard on
29 stations,
Northside is people, lots of people,
with needs and personalities as unique
as the people themselves. Jack Hudson
is obviously a pastor who cares about
people. He cares not only for the souls
of those surrounding Charlotteans and
the members who make up this large
church, but also for those who live in
darkness around the world. The feel-
ing is reciprocal.
On their 3Oth anniversarv. the
church presented Jack and Joyci Hud-
son with $1,000 for each year of ser-
vice to the ministry. In making the
$30,000 presentation, Fred Godley,
seneral contractor for Northside's
6eautiful facility and a member of
the finance committee, summed up
the relationship between this pastor
and his people. "Pastor, several days
ago you told a story about a widow
who had three sons. The widow died,
and after the funeral three envelopes-
addressed to each one of the sons-
were found. When they opened the
envelopes in private each one read
'Son, I love you the most.' Pastor, you
have such a big heart that each one
thinks you love him the most." This is
the driving force behind the ministry
of Northside Baptist Church and W.
Jack Hudson, the man who has made
i1 humanly possible. For over 31 years
both'the church and the pastor have
been "making much of Jesus."
I Lamarr Mooneyham is associate
pastor of Northside Baptist Church,
Charlotte, North Carolina. He holds a
B.S. from Liberty University, Lynch-
burg, Virginia.
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This is our own fault. vou know. If
we had been more involved in the
workings of our nation, instead of pre-
occupied with a false view of what our
faittr requires of us, we wouldn't be
seeing bad Supreme Court rulings and
legislation l ike that passed by the city
of West Hollywood. I
tl
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to develop my writ ing trlsnt and how to $ll.
  
Norman B, Rohrer,  Director
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A Council of Grinches
by Cal Thomas
ould it surprise you to learn
that a city has banned holi-
days that have religious
roots? It would? If it does, then you
haven't been following the direction of
thing.s in recent years.
The West Hollywood, California,
City Council didn't exactly ban reli-
giously based holidays. All it said was
that a five-month-old city holiday ordi-
nance making the Jewish holiday Yom
Kippur a city holiday violated so-called
church-state separation, so it must be
repealed. As a result, the city govern-
ment will operate not only on Yom
Kippur but on Christmas as well. City
Attorney Michael Jenkins said the
council decided that if they have to
remove one religious holiday from the
list of days off, they would remove
them all.
City Manager Paul Brotzman said
that the council is saying that all reli-
gious holidays are on the same footing.
"We understand," he said, "that the
Supreme Court considers Christmas a
secular holidav; but the council takes
issue with that and views Christmas
strictly as a religious holiday."
Brotzman is certainly right about
that. Christmas is a religious holiday
in that it was inspired by Jesus Christ.
Its metamornhosis nto a secular holi-
day is proof of the growing seculariza-
tion of the country and the elimination
of spiritual principles from the fabric
of society. By the way, the city of West
Hollywood has recently passed tough
homosexual rights ordinances. But
forget religious rights!
The council is trying to avoid being
called "grinches" by giving city em-
ployees 4.5 days of paid holiday time
each year and allowing them to choose
their own days off. They can take off
on Christmas or Yom Kippur or Hare
Krishna Day, says Mayor JohnHeilman,
whatever they want.
So this type of thing will continue.
Indeed it will get worse until and un-
less decent citizens elect people to
oublic office who do not believe that
faith in God is a sin and support for
homosexuality is righteousness.
fu*rrrm procructrons, rnc-
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A Virgin Shall Conceive
by Richard D. Patterson
Therefore the Lord himself shall
give you a sign; Behold a virgin
shall conceive, and bear a son,
and shall call his name Immanuel
( Isa.7:14) .
his grand prophecy that oc-
cupies so prominent a place in
Isaiah's "Book of Immanuel"
(Isa. 7-12\, has suffered much at the
hands of its expositors. However, a
simple look at its contextual setting and
its use by the gospel writer (Matt, 1:23)
settles the matter for any Fundamen-
talist. Turnine to the historical settins
of this chaptir, note that the eventi
that took place there were set in crucial
days for Judah. The long-standing Syro-
Israelite alliance against Judah (cf.
2 Kings 15:37) had recently brought
forth an all-out invasion of Judah led by
the Syrian king, Rezin, and the Israelite
king, Pekah, (2 Kings l6:6; 2 Chron. 28:5).
To make matters worse, these two kings
were joined by Israel's traditional
enemies, the Edomites and the Philistines(2 Chron. 28:6-19). Even now a bitter at-
tack was aimed at Jerusalem (Isa.7:2-6\.
Judah's plight was desperate.
Spiritually, the whole complex
military campaign against Judah ap-
pears to be satanically designed in an ef-
fort to put an end to the Davidic line (Isa.
7:5-7). Nevertheless, God was superin-
tending the whole episode to bring judg-
ment to Ahaz, the Judean king, for
his abominable sins and, perhaps, to
bring the apostate king to repentance
(2 Chron. 28:5,19;2 Kings 16:3-4, 10-18;
Isa. 7:4,10-ll). In His mercy God dealt
with Ahaz. Through Isaiah he told him
that the enemies' olans would fail and
gave him a divine sign that all would
surely come to pass as Isaiah prophesied
(Isa. 7:3-16). The marvelous, miraculous
sign was nothing less than a virgin-born
Son in the line of David who would be
born in humble circumstances and who
would be called by the divine title
Immanuel, "with us is God." Within the
time that it would take the future
"Greater David" to grow old enough to
"know to refuse the evil. and choose the
When you read a word in the
English translation you have no way
of knowing which of two to three
different words it represents in the
original language. For instance,
"Blessed" may be the translation of
mokarioi in the Beatitudes, or
eulogetos in Ephesians l :3. Here are
two different words, meaning two
different things, but translated as
' 'blessed' '  
.
No wonder you are confused! You
won't be after you obtain this Bible
because you will know the words in
their source without even learning
the Hebrew or Greek alphabets.
There has never been a Bible like this
published.
Spiros Zodhiates, TH.D
President. AMG lnternational
For FREE Brochure and a $5.00
Cift Certificate on the purchase
of this remarkable Bible. cut out
and mail this coupon now!
Tear here and nlai l  todav
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good, the land that thou abhorrest shall
be forsaken of both her kings" (Isa. 7:16).
The whole sign is directed to Ahaz
as the representative of the House of
David, who sat on the throne of David,
and through whom Messiah would come
(cf. 2 Sam. 7:18-19; Ps. 89:34,19-29,33-37 ;
Ezek. 34:22-31: 36:22-36: 37:21-28: Matt.
l:21-23; Luke l:68-71; Acts 2:22-36:
13:22-23). Since it is a specific virgin (lit.
"the virgin") of the future House of
David (cf. lsa.7:2,13) that is mentioned
in the supernatural sign, no woman who
was contemporary to Ahaz's time, not
even Isaiah's wife, can really be in-
tended. Further, only a truly virgin-born
Greater David could fulfill all the proph-
ecy relative to the Davidic Covenant, for
only such a one could in the fullest sense
be called "that holy thing" (Luke 1:35),
"holy, harmless, undefiled, separate
from sinners and made hisher than the
heavens" (Heb. 7:26).
When the demise of Judah's enemies
quickly took place (2 Kings 16:9), lthaz
should have recognized the superintend-
ing hand of God, despite his own subse-
quent scheming (2 Chron. 28:19, 2 Kings
16:7-8). The whole episode should have
convinced Ahaz that God would also
fulfill the rest of the divine prophecy
relative to the virgin-born son of the
future House of David. But such was not
to be the case, for Ahaz"did.. . trespass
yet more against the Lord" (2 Chron.
28:22). As Ed Hindson well remarks,
"Therefore, the destruction must come,
but yet there is hope for the house of
David, for the virgin's son yet comes and
He is God's sign. There is, therefore,
both a message from the age and a mes-
sage for the ages." (lsaiah's Immanuel,
Phillipsburg: Presbyterian and Re-
formed, 1978, p.57).
Unfortunately, men are still disbe-
lieving or explaining away the work of
God, which is centered in the promised
virgin-born Son. May we who know that
Greater David as Saviour (Acts 13:22-23)
be faithful to introduce men to Him,
"the author and finisher of our faith;
who for the joy that was set before him
endured tfte cross, desprsing the shame,
and is set down at the risht hand of the
throne of God" ffieb. 1/:2t. I
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CHRISIIAN IHEOLOGY. Vol. I ond 2
by Mi l lord Erickson
Reviewed by John D. Morrison, assis-
tant professor of theology, Liberty
University, Lynchburg, Virginia.
For some time a void has existed in
Conser-vative Christian theology. There
has not been a systematic theology text
fully adequate to both expound the
faith once delivered to the saints and
to speak regarding contemporary chal-
lenges to biblical Christianity from a
stance of historical orthodoxy. This
dearth (as happens periodically) has
led a number of theologians to under-
take this nearly impossible task in
hope of fil l ing the gap.
To the joy of many, Millard Erickson
has made a firm step in writing an in-
troductory theology text that does
stand for the critical fundamentals of
the biblical faith while fairly wrestling
with questions arising in the contem-
porary philosophical, theological, and
biblical milieu. He does not allow him-
self to fall back on overly simplistic pat
answers, but reflects sincere Christian
thoughtfulness in the desire to synthe-
size what God has said to man.
Some inclusions in this first volume
(of a projected three-volume set) are
especially noteworthy, such as a sec-
tion on the often neglected theological
method and the issue of contemporiza-
tion of the Christian message. In all of
this, Erickson's purpose to bring clarity
and answer questions is repeatedly
accomnlished.
Eriikson discusses Form Criticism
and Redaction Criticism, though he
does not wholeheartedly endorse these
methods. In fact,  he sees dangei in
them. Yet, through his discussion, it
seems he may give a bit too much
credence to these methodologies. Even
in this area, Erickson gives clear expo-
sition and shows his emphasis upon
the inerrant Word of God.
This volume covers the areas of in-
troduction and methodology, the doc-
trine of God, and angels.
In his second volume, Erickson
deals with the critical issues of man,
sin, the person of Christ, and salvation
(the work of Christ). As the majesty of
God is purposefully set forth by the
author, the reality of God's majestic
love (discussed in volume one) that has
reached redemptively to fallen man in
the person of Jesus Christ is given
careful exposition.
Under each major heading Erickson
willingly handles difficult issues, but
further, he takes up other subjects that
have too often been left undiscussed in
systematic theologies. For example, this
volume works to give discussion to the
very question of humanity, its essence,
and related critical issues r,vith irnpli-
cations for ethics (abortion, the aged,
etc.). In the realm of man's fallen state,
the author deals with the problem of
sinfulness in its social dimension, not
just within the sphere and situation of
the individual. Many other examples
could be given in each doctrinal area.
In his desire to grapple with the con-
temporary questions, Erickson occa-
sionally takes a position that will not
be accepted by all.
Erickson's first volume seemed
more complete and its discussions
fuller as a rule. The difference may be
the topics handled, yet there are places
where one desires iust a bit more.
Despite this, Millard Erickson's
second volume and his Christian The-
ology as a whole is to be recommended
(with the related volumes of readings)
for seminary level theology classes and
pastors who desire to interact with to-
day's questions. Erickson's work is the
best available today to fit these needs.
@aker Book House, Vol. 1, 1983, 477pp.,
$19.95; Vol.  2,  1985, 407pp.,  $19.95)
FAMITY BOOKSHETF
THE DEATH DECISION
edlled by leonord J. Nelson
These unique essays cover a range
of issues related to decisions to kill
human life, especially by abortion and
euthanasia. The concluding article, a
general discussion of bioethics, is
especially good. The discussion of
birth control is a welcome addition to
the usual list of issues and contains
both an excellent historical summation
as well as a fine contemporary defense
of the all-but-forgotten traditional
view. Harold O. J. Brown's article on
euthanasia is outstanding for its
careful distinctions and good practical
advice. (Servant Books, 1984, 179pp.,
$8.9s) -W.D.B.
AMERICA, CHRISTIAN OR SECUTAR?
edited by Jerry S. Herberf
Religious and legal historians re-
spond to the debate centering around
Francis Schaeffer and Mark Noll as to
the degree to which America's Found-
ing Fathers can be said to have been
"Christian." Together they provide a
well-rounded, objective, and well-
researched conclusion. These essays
are crucial and to be read bv everv
American who wishes to understand
his own heritage and its implications
for present policy issues. (Multnomah
Press, 1984, 3l3pp.,  $10.95) -W.D.B.
THE HIGH COST OF INDIFFERENCE
edited by Richord Cizik
This collection of statements on a
variety of political and social issues-
from abortion to poverty, nuclear arms
to pornography-is different in its em-
phasis on getting involved. Each chap-
ter contains a brief examination of cur-
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rent condition and a statement of
biblical position, but the largest sec-
tion is an examination of how Chris-
tians relate to a given situation, what
can be done about it, and how to do it.
A lengthy section of the book is a
detailed discussion of how government
works and how Christians can make
their influence known. There is a ereat
deal of very practical advicJ on
everything from organizing to letter-
writing. (Regal Books, 1984, 238pp.,$6.es) -w.D.B.
BIBLE PROMISES: HEIP & HOPE
FOR YOUR FINANCES
by Dick Eruso
God's Word is packed full of prin-
ciples dealing with money and eco-
nomics. Whether undertakine an in-
depth study,  counsel ing thoie wirh
financial problems, or just satisfying
curiosity about a particular subject,
this book wil l prove invaluable. The
topical concordance form prints the
verses in their entirety. Bruso has
divided the verses into 40 catesories in-
c luding such v i ta l  issues as debr,  in-
vest ing,  ret i rement ,  and taxes.  (Here 's
L i f e  Pub l i she rs ,  1985 ,  l 60pp . ,  93 .95 )
-P.8.
DYING FOR A DRINK
by Anderson Spickord ond
Borboro R. Thompson
Spickard and his coauthor have
written a very basic book on alcohol-
ism. The point is well made that alco-
holics abound even within the Christian
community. Hearing from a medical
doctor who is wil l ing to accept the
spiritual component in explaining alco-
holism, while rejecting the "quick-fix"
solutions offered by so many, is re-
freshing. He dispels myths and dis-
cusses truths in a rational easy-to-read
format .  This  book is  wr i t ten io  Chr is-
tians who may be dealing with the
problem in church or family for the
f i rs t  t ime.  For  i ts  inrended audience,
Dying for a Drink should be a very
uselu l  acquis i t ion.  (Word,  1985,  l9 lpp. ,
$ r 1.es) -D.M.
BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE
by Dovid Jeremioh
Pastor David Jeremiah has compiled
these discussions on 10 issues facins the
home and nation. Each isabrief seriron-
Iike treatment with a good biblical argu-
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ment and helpful advice for action.
Chapter 6 is an excellent defense of the
unity and present relevance of the bib-
Iical view of the family. Highly recom-
mended. (Thomas Nelson, 1982, l77pp.,$4.es) -W.D.B.
CLASSIC REPRINTS
TREATISES AGAINST HE ANABAPTISTS
AND AGAINST THE TIBERTINES
by John Colvin
RETIGIOUS AFFECTIONS
by Jonolhon Edwords
Here are two truly sreat classics
that  are necessary . "uding [or  those
who want to know the historic position
on the proper work o[  the Holy Spir i t .
Timely topics such as the true nature
of revival, the place and source of emo-
tions, and the legitimacy of mysticism
are all examined. This new translation
of  Calv in is  especia l ly  t imely by in-
c luding h is  defense of  the Chr is t ian 's
polit ical involvement. (Calvin: Baker
Book House ,1982,336pp. ,  916.95;  Ed-
wards: Multnomah Press, 1984, 226pp.,
$11.95)  _w.D.B.
IHE PRINCETON THEOLOGY
edited by Mork Noll
This is a superbly done and much
needed collection of basic writ inss on
the inspi rat ion and nature of  Si r ip-
ture, and on the method of theology of
the great Princeton theologians Alex-
ander, C. Hodge, A. A. Hodge, and War-
f ie ld.  This  work wi l l  be indispensable
for  those who want  to understand the
historical background of the doctrines
of inspiration and inerrancy. In the
present controversy no pastor should
leave this material unread. (Baker
Book House,  1983,  334pp. ,  $14.95)
-W.D.B.
THE CHRISTIAN COttEGE
by Wil l iom Ringenberg
Ringenberg provides a valuable re-
source for educators in this history of
Protestant Christian hieher education
from colonial Harvard-to the present
trends. Good information on th-e devel-
opment of the curriculum, the nature
of pastoral training, denominational dis-
tinctives, and the factors that chaneed
the character of many institutions ian
all be found here. Of special value is
the section on recent history and the
development of new colleges as a re-
sponse to secularism. (Eerdmans, 1984,
257pp., $11.95) -w.D.B.
l82pp.,  $9.95) -w.D.B.
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C. S. TEWIS AND THE SEARCH
FOR RATIONAL RELIGION
by John Beversluis
Readers of C. S. Lewis will be inter-
ested in this first book-length critique
of his apologetic arguments-. Beversluis
argues that Lewis, while correct in his
demand for rationality, was neverthe-
less careless and ultimately incorrect
in content.  However,  the al leeat ions
seem superficial and lackine iniareful
scrut iny. This book wi l l  suielv create
a good deal of conrroversy thal should
u l t imate ly  cont r ibu te  ro  the  task  o f
Christian apologetics. (Eerdmans, 1985,
sRoT$AP
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LaHaye's Concerned Women for America
Training Women to Make a Difference
ow can I make a dif-
ference?" women may
ask when confronted
aa
with the overwhelming growth of por-
nography, problems in the public school
system, and the invasion on parental
rights by humanistic groups.
"What can I do from my city, my
little community, my country home?"
Many groups provide varying answers,
but Concerned Women for America has
more than answers. The leaders train
women to lobby from their homes, in
their state legislatures, in their
legislative districts, and in Washington.
A seminar on their program was on
the agenda of the Second Annual CWA
National Convention in Washington,
where some 2,200 participants learned
more about being Christian political
activists. More than 400 took part in
the seminar. which included actual
lobbying experience on the issues
of comparable worth and President
Reagan's proposed increase in the
amount of the personal income tax ex-
emption from $1,000 to $2,000.
Called the "535 Program," aimed at
the 535 members of the U.S. Congress,
the effort for lobbying national issues is
dedicated to covering every congres-
sional district and every senate seat
with at least one person to express
CWA concerns on a regular basis.
Their concerns are the same as
those of ,many other Conservative
groups, such as Eagle Forum and the
Moral Majority, including a determina-
tion to inform women of the erosion of
the historical Judeo-Christian moral
standards, which have provided the
moral and ethical backbone for the
American system and culture. CWA
wants women to understand the many
groups working to weaken the family.
What are the Judeo-Christian issues
at stake? What are the family concerns?
Concerned Women articulated them in
the "Basic Concerns for Public Policy,"
adopted at the first national convention
in September of 1984.
Included is concern for the sanctity
of life for the unborn, the handicapped,
and the elderly, as well as for vigilance
in the growing threat of government
intervention in church and Christian
school affairs and the erosion of reli-
gious liberties in general.
A primary issue for 1986 is a push
for a Parents' Rights Amendment "to
secure the rights of parents to direct
the upbringing of their children in
matters of education, religion, nurtur-
ing, and other areas of traditional
parental responsibilities.
Although CWA opposes the Equal
Rights Amendment, the group does
support a public policy of equal protec-
tion under the law for men and women.
High on the list of priorities is a
renewal of rights of students and
teachers who have relisious beliefs as
well as those who do not.
Supporting the principle of equal
access, CWA also endorses the drive
for a constitutional amendment hat
will guarantee the right of students to
pray, read the Bible, or meet for reli-
gious discussion on a voluntary basis.
Another maior concern is the need
to curb rising child abuse, without
threatening legitimate parental disci-
pline. Also on the agenda is objection
to growing drug and substance abuse,
including the banning of advertise-
ments for beer and wine.
Beyond concern about public policy,
CWA is working to teach women prin-
ciples of biblical living and to organize
them into a "united prayer network for
the nation and its leaders." Concerned
Women for America believes that
through prayer, the battles for the
home, the church, and the nation will
be won.
To make their lobbying effort as
effective as possible, the 535 Program
is divided into two entities: the Caoitol
Hill l iaisons and the Home Disirict
Iiaisons. Each woman will work with
the congressional office assigned to
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Beverly LoHoye leods effort to lobby for pro-fomily legislotion ond other Conservotive
concerns.
I
her on a consistent basis, using letters,
releases, phone calls, and personal
visits to gain support for CWA concerns.
Backing them will be personnel at
the national office who will research
issues and provide material to keep the
lobbyists abreast of what is happening
in Congress.
The permanent staff will also pro-
vide legal work to draft legislation,
analyze bills, or help coordinate the
testimony CWA presents in various
congressional hearings. Finally, the
staff will notify the women in the field
when issues or prayer/action alerts
arise.
The Capitol Hill liaisons'key respon-
sibility is to build rapport with the
renresentative or senator to whom she
is issigned, and a working relationship
with the staff.
Beyond that the liaison will serve
as a go-between for the congressional
office and the CWA members in the
home district. The Capitol Hill worker
will get to know the home district
workers. The Home District liaison
will acouaint herself with the home
staff of-the congressman, those who
are on the home front to answer ques-
tions, take complaints, and conduct
sessions like town meetings when the
congressman is in Washington.
CWA believes that
through prayer the
battles for the home, the
church, and the nation
will be won,
This liaison is a key to communica-
tion between Washington and the
members of the prayer/action chapter
leaders. She wil lcall the leaders of the
chapters with updates on legislative
matters and crucial issues.
Basically, 535 is a grass-roots effort.
However, CWA leaders contend there
is a difference between theirs and
other groups. "Although other groups
rely on grass-roots support to contact
legislators, we differ from most in that
our paramount reliance is on a sover-
eign God who can accomplish what
man cannot by striving independently.
Our strength comes from the power
and privilege of prayer." This concept,
outlined in the 535 manual, is reiterated
in training sessions as a backbone of
the CWA effort.
That all sounds good, but what
about the nitty gritty? Is there help for
the woman who has not been emerged
in the political arena, who has not been
using the pen which is "mightier than
the sword"?
For each group-the D.C. and the
home district liaisons-duties are
outlined in the workers'manual. All
are'instructed to read the major news-
paper in the district as well as other
periodicals for information on issues.
A list of resources is in the back of the
manual.
Personal visits to the office of the
congressman are required whether the
woman is in Washington or at home.
She is also required to telephone and
write letters concerning crucial issues.
The manual provides instructions on
writing to legislators, and to the editors
of newspapers. Samples are included.
THEIAIIDANDPEOPTE
IEISUSI(NEW
A ONE-OF.A-KIND BOOK LIKELY TO CHANGE SOME LONG-HELD
PERCEPTIONS OF LIFE IN NEW TESTAMENT TIMES!
J. Robert Teringo, Associate M Director for National Geogapbte_l{agate, has created afascinatingvisual
depiction of first-century Palestine. His vivid original drawings (nearly 250), are authentic in every important
detail. Thirteen chapters and detailed captions cover all aspects of life from fashion to politics.
Bible events come alive for both young and old when, for example, one sees what a crucifixion
actuallywas like*quite different from the typical religious paintings. Accurate drawings of
clothing and homes for rich and poor the variety of
cooking utensils, food, iewelry and much more are
all authentically depicted in dramatic, life-like detail.
For Sundav school teachers. families. Bible
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Hardcover, 250pp. $24.95
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CWA plans to inundate the United
States Congress with information on
the stands of women, which are not
reflected by the National Organization
for Women or any other Liberal
women's group.
With a membership of 540,000,
CWA is a potentially strong voice on
Capitol Hill. As the October issue of
The Saturday Evening Pos/ put it, CWA
represents women who have "soft
voices with clout," and the 535 Pro-
gram may well expand that clout a
thousandfold.
I Ann Wharton
Poliqical activists place lobbying
high on their list of priorities, and
Concerned Women for America is
no exception. Along with the rapidly
expanding 535 Program for lobby-
ing national congressmen are ef-
forts in state legislatures across
the country.
CWA staff members included a
session on lobbying at the state
level during the September CWA
national convention. Following is a
list of instructions to the approxi
mately 150 women who attended
the session.
Take a guided tour of your
state legislature, so you will be
iamiliar and comfortable.
Don't duplicate; don't reinvent
the wheel. Use help available from
professional lobbyists who have
done a lot of groundwork that can
be useful to the newcomer.
Visit the office of the secretary
of state to learn what a volunteei
can do and what the reouirements
are for a professional iobbyist.
Know how to track a bill from
its inception through committee to
the floor in each house of Consress.
Look for classes for iides,
which are also open to volunteers.
It is worth the cost.
Dress in a conservative and
feminine manner.
Be businesslike. Carry a note-
book and business cards.
Learn and practice your mate-
rial so you will be articulate.
Learn to be brief.
Be polite, accurate, and firm in
your position.
Read Liberal newspapers to
get to know your enemy.
Read The Christian Political
Action Manunl, by William Billings.
he year is 1984. The air is cold.
Red and gold leaves have fallen
to the sround. The first snow
has hit Boston and Buffalo, And Tchai-
kovsky's "Dance of the Sugar PIum
Fairy" can be heard on public radio.
In a few weeks, carols will float on the
air, neon lights will dazzle the eyes,
and good-natured people will fill the
sidewalks.
Christmastime,
Churches, civic groups-even gov-
ernments-are headed for the storase
closets. With feather dusters in han-d,
they reach in and pull out the harm-
Iess, pristine, and passive figures that
cause so much trouble this time of
year. They include three wise men,
Mary, Joseph, angels, shepherds, camel,
sheep, some straw, a stable, possibly
a donkey or a cow, and, of course, the
Infant Jesus.
The workmen transDort he dusted
plastic models to a public square, park,
or circle. With frost biting their hands
and chill prickling their cheeks, they
arrange the figurines in an orderly and
thoughtful fashion.
Finally, the Prince of Peace is placed
in His straw cradle. and the workmen
step back to admire their joyous
creation-a Nativity scene.
"What's thisl" cries the opposition.
Opposition? Who would oppose a
manger scene?
Enter lawyers, mayors, city council
members, the American Civil Liber-
ties Union, atheists, the courts-even
Christians.
"Unconstitutional." Violation of
church and state." "Government en-
dorsing religion," they declare.
"Not so," the startled workmen de-
fend. "Just last March the Sunreme
Court declared Nativity scenei con-
stitutional. Yes, the highest court in
the land."
The decision was 5-4, and the Su-
preme Court said the city of Pawtucket,
Rhode Island, may include a Nativity
scene in a larger display erected in a
private park. The Court ruled that the
creche being on private land as part of
a larger display simply showed the
origins of Christmas and did not pro-
mofe religion.
The antagonisfs were familiar with
the Pawtucket decision, of course.
Perhaps too familiar. "First of all,"
they protested, "the Pawtucket deci-
sion involved the right of government
to put Nativity displays on private
land. Your display is on public land.
And secondly, the Court said the Rhode
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Nativity Displays-
Confusion Still Abounds
I
Island display was constitutional be-
cause it was included among 25 other
displays-Santa Claus, teddy bears,
reindeer, that sort of thing. Your dis-
play sits olone."
"But," cried the downcast work-
men, "what could be more harmless
than a Nativity scene? What could be
more passive?"
"Candy-striped poles may be passive
symbols," retorted one. "But there's
nothing passive about the Idant Jesus."
So, in Dearbom, Michigan, the town
council sold its Nativity scene. In Bar-
rington, Rhode Island, city workers
removed a Nativity display erected in
defiance of a town council decision.
In Augusta, Maine, state officials
denied a woman the privilege to erect
a creche at the Maine State House. In
Lowell, Massachusetts, an angry citi-
zen protested the city's Nativity dis-
play by burning it to the ground.
In Providence, Rhode Island, Mayor
Joseph Paolino refused to allow the
Knights of Columbus the honor of
placing a Nativity display in front of
City Hall.
And, for the first time in 3l years,
the city council in Charlottesvillb, Vir-
We unwrap it
in the January
alssue
ginia, decided not to allow the local
chapter of the Jaycees the right to dis-
play their creche in downtown lee Park
In a remarkable statement. the council
said it simply disagreed with the Su-
preme Court's Pawtucket decision.
As in similar cases around the na-
tion, the Charlottesville City Council
decision was immediately met with
community indignation. An editorial in
the Richmond Times Disoatch sarcasti-
cally criticized: "Mayof Buck and his
colleagues are to be commended for
zealously defending the right of Char-
lottesville citizens to go for a leisurely
stroll in Lee Park on a cold December
day without having to look at a Christ-
mas exhibit.
"Now Council should make it possi-
ble for them to go down to City Hall
on December 25 to buy a dog tag, or
file a contplaint against a witch, with-
out finding the building closed while
the city's employees are home observ-
ing a Christian holiday.
"After all, as Charlottesville Coun-
cilwoman Elizabeth Gleason observed
when she voted against the Nativity
scene, the separation of church and
state must be absolute. Absolutely."
Such debate raged through Decem-
ber with each community practicing
what it wanted, or what the courts dic-
tated, or what city governments de-
manded. Evidently, the Supreme Court's
Pawtucket decision solved verv little.
if anything.
As the New Year began, ill feelings,
harsh words, and bitter disagreements
were eventually stored awa! with the
plastic figurines. But all hoped the
Supreme Court would render a better,
more concrete decision on the matter
during 1985.
The Court had its chance. It asreed
to decide whether church grou-ps in
Scarsdale, New York, could erect a
Nativity scene on public land.
For more than two decades, Scars-
dale officials had permitted Nativity
scenes to be displayed in Boniface Cir-
cle, located in a central business dis-
trict. But officials refused to allow the
creche to be displayed in 1981 after
some residents of the town's heavily
dominant Jewish population objected
to the annual display.
Angry citizens immediately formed
the Scarsdale Creche Committee and
filed suit in federal court asainst town
officials.
The 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals
ruled in favor of the Creche Committee,
saying the park is a public forum and
that to prohibit the Nativity display,
while allowing other activities to take
place, would be a violation of free-
speech rights of those wanting the
display.
By accepting the Scarsdale case,
the Supreme Court had a golden op-
portunity to be the final arbiter on the
annual practice. But it missed its op-
portunity. By a 4-4 tie (Justice Lewis
Powell did not vote due to illness), the
Court upheld the Scarsdale Creche
Committee's lawsuit. Because the vote
was a tie, the ruling carried no prece-
dential value and applied only to states
within the 2nd federal district.
Christmastime is here again.
Federal court and Supreme Court
rulings have caused confusionto abound
all the more. In some communities, no
Nativity scenes are allowed on public
property. In others, the creche display
must carry a public disclaimer. Some
communities permit a creche in a pub-
lic park, but only if it is part of a larger
display. And some townships permit
the Nativity display to sit alone on
public land.
The nation has seen 200 years pass,
and the federal courts still do not know
whether the Constitution allows some-
thing as simple as a Nativity scene on
public property. Is the First Amend-
ment really so difficult to interpret?
"No," savs constitutional attornev
John Whiiehead.
Whitehead, who has written several
books and is president of a legal or-
ganization called the Rutherford Insti
tute, said the Founding Fathers, though
not having to deal directly with Nativity
scenes (which is a relatively recent
tradition)would not have intended the
First Amendment to outlaw the display
of creche scenes on public land.
"Under a traditional interpretation
of the Constitution, Nativity scenes
would not have violated the First
Amendment because the Foundins
Fathers clearly permitted more striki
ing displays of religious expression in
public, such as Bible reading and
prayer in the public schools, arrd th.
calling of national days of prayer and
fasting by government officials."
Then why the confusion?
Says Whitehead, "Because secular-
ists believe, essentially, religion is a
danger because it deludes men. It's like
a disease. They fear religion is going
to take over and tell them what to do.
So they become the enemies of religion
and attempt to privatize it.
"Furthermore, religion counters
their worldview. That is, religion be-
lieves rights, laws, and freedoms come
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from God. The secularist believes rishts
come from man, and that man sho-uld
define those rights. You can't have a
right to abortion if rights come from
God."
Whitehead believes, "These Nativity
cases are important because the secu-
larist concensus wants to eradicate all
religious symbols in society and they
use the state to do it. They want to
privatize religion, to shove it into the
homes, to keep it out of the public eye.
"So it's more than a symbolic battle.
It goes right to the heart of religious
freedom. They want to set up a secular
state. But a secular state always fer-
rets out religion-always has, always
wil l . "
But Samuel Rabinove, the legal
director for the American Jewish Con-
gress, defended his organization's at-
tempt to remove Nativity scenes from
public property.
"It is our view that government and
religion shouldbe separate. . . Religion
has flourished in this country on the
whole because government has kept its
hands off religion."
He added, "Government should ac-
commodate religion where a need ex-
ists, but we don't see any need to place
religious symbols on public property,
especially with all kinds of private and
religious property available."
Rabinove said religious expression
on public land is permissible, but unat-
tended religious symbols should be
forbidden because they carry the ap-
pearance of state support.
Ruti G. Teitle, assistant director of
the national legal affairs department
for the Anti-Defamation league, agreed.
"If you have a person standing
there then its clear it's not government.
But when people seek to use govern-
ment land it's pretty obvious what
they're doing, they're trying to get
government sponsorship. Otherwise,
they'd be content to have it on their
own private property," she said.
Obviously, the battle over Nativity
displays on public property will flour-
ish this Christmas season. And the
Prince of Peace will be depicted-as in
an editorial in US,4 Todiv last vear-
as contributing to conflici rather than
inspiring goodwill.
So, is the battle worth it?
"Yes," Whitehead said. "We've got
to keep religion in the public r"ui--.
We need to keep freedom of religion
out in the public because once it be-
comes privatized, there will not be any
freedom of religion at all."
I Martin Mawyer
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NEWS BRIEFS
Church Newspaper May Fire
Lesbian, Court Rules
The Massachusetts Supreme Court
has ru led that  church publ icat ions
may fire their employees i i they engage
in immoral practices. The court said
the Christian Science Monitor had the
right to fire a lesbian who refused to
participate in church-ordered healings.
Christine Madsen had been a re-
porter for the Monitor for eight years
before admitting she was a lesbian and
being dismissed. She denied further
charges, however, of attempting to
lure a manager's wife into a sexual
relationship.
Justice Joseph R. Nolan, who wrote
the majority opinion, said that since
rhe Monitor hires only church mem-
bers "the decision to fire Madsen be-
cause of her sexual preference can only
be construed as a religious one, made
by a church as employer."
The court added, "At the very least,
the free exercise of relision includes
the right of churches to hire employees.
It surely follows that the churches are
entit led to insist on undivided loyalty
from these employees. The Monitor, as
Madsen's employer, had the right to
terminate Madsen's emnlovment."
But  the cour t  wi l l  a l low her  to Dur-
sue a new hear ing in  such charges as
defamation, interference with her em-
ployment contract, invasion of privacy,
and infl iction of emotional distress.
Church Schools Fight
Licensure in Iowa
Two church schools have asked a
federal court to Drevent the state of
Iowa from imposing educational stan-
dards on its religious-based schools.
The lawsuit claims the First Amend-
ment Drotects church schools from
having to meet state standards and
from having to use state certified teach-
ers. Under Iowa law, the state can pros-
ecute parents for not sending their
children to approved schools.
The two schools involved include
Fellowship Baptist Church in Marshall-
town, which operates the 130-student
Central Iowa Christian Academy, and
Keokuk Christian Academy with 64
students. Though these were the only
two schools fi l ing the lawsuit, Iowa's
Department of Public Education ad-
miis that 77 of the state's 230 private
schools are not state approved. The
churches claim that the schools are an
integral part of their religious ministry
and should not fall under control of
any state agency.
The state, however, says it is proud
of its traditionally high l iteracy rate
and that it must enforce its standards
so children can receive a qualif ied
education.
In a similar case last Mav. the Iowa
Supreme Court ruled that the Calvary
Baptist Christian Academy must sub-
mit to state-imposed regulations. The
ruling, however, did not put an end to
the debate. The school's principal,
Randy Johnson, defied the state's high-
est court and opened the school as
usual this fall.
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Rutherford Institute Calls for
Release of Dying Soviet Prisoner
WASHINGTON-Rutherford Insti
tute president John Whitehead has
called upon President Reagan, the en-
tire 99th Congress, Soviet ambassador
Anatoly Dobrynin, and the press to
intercede for the release of Balys
Gajauskas from a Soviet concentration
camD.
Gajauskas, a Lithuanian, has spent
33 of his 59 years imprisoned for his
aggressive support of human rights
and religious activities. Recent reports
state that his health has deteriorated
so greatly due to harsh treatment, that
he is not expected to survive the re-
maining eight years of his sentence.
Whitehead urged Dobrynin to help
secure permits for Gajauskas, his wife,
and daughter to emigrate to the United
States. He also warned the ambassador
of the "inevitable widespread repercus-
sions" that would occur if Gajauskas'
"current intolerable conditions" should
lead to his death.
Whitehead noted that the Lithu-
anian's relentless commitment to truth
and freedom won him sufficient re-
spect by the free world to be nominated
for the Nobel Peace Prize in 1979. "His
continued mistreatment and death
would not be isnored." he wrote.
Kentucky Church Faces
Discrimination Suit
The Ninth and O Baptist Church of
Louisv i l le ,  Kentucky,  has been laced
with an employment discrimination
suit by former day-care center worker
Janice Teagardner, because the church
requires employees to be members of
its congregation.
LaVerne Butler, pastor, reports that
the church was successful in securins
a restra in ing order  at  the local  level ,  to
stop the investigation. However, U.S.
District Judge Charles Allen ruled that
the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission could resume its investi-
gation of the alleged discrimination.
"We feel that all of our emplovees
are 'min is ters '  o f  the church and that  is
the basis for requiring employees to be
members of our church," said Butler.
The church has appealed to the sixth
district court. George Rawlings, son of
John Rawlings, is the attorney for the
P.O .  Box  1825 ,  Whea ton ,  l L  60189
A Div s on ol  Scr ipture Press Pubi icat lons,  Inc
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Can Fundamentalism Survive?
I t the end of 1985 Fundamental-
fl ism is in the process of profound
4 lchange. Both the condition and
the process will become more obvious
as we near the end of the century, but
we are certainly at the end of an old
era and the beginning of a new.
Fundamentalism emerged in the
thirties as a reaction to dominant
Liberalism. From inconspicuous begin-
nings in storefronts on side streets, the
movement shifted uptown and became
the mainstream of American religious
life-all in my lifetime. My age made
it possible for me to participate in the
whole evolutionary process.
The national media in the forties
and fifties invariably turned to main-
line denominational Liberals for opin-
ion and commentary on the issues of
the day. In the seventies and eighties
the media more frequently turned to
Fundamentalists. Clearly the mainline
became the sideline.
Since the end of World War II we
have seen the collapse of denomina-
tional Liberalism. I am personally
euphoric. Although the Liberal intel-
lectuals still have a national forum,
local Bible-doubting pastors are not
only powerless but even irrelevant.
The seventies brought a new re-
spectability to political Conservatism
that culminated in the dominance of
national politics by Ronald Reagan.
Concurrent with that political phe-
nomenon was the explosive growth of
Fundamentalism. Seemingly overnight,
Bible-believing churches became the
largest in America, and their pastors
were thrust abruptly into prominence
and influence.
As we enter 1986 we must examine
the house that Fundamentalism built.
There are cracks in the foundation-not
yet clearly visible-which, if unattended,
could make the house uninhabitable.
We cannot sit by, gloating over the de-
cline of the Liberals, and ignore these
construction errors. We must admit
them, address them, and repair them.
At least three major shortcomings
currently threaten the survival of the
Fundamentalist movement.
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First, we have failed to build a net-
work of credible educational institu-
tions that keep pace with the increas-
ing sophistication of the American peo
ple. The Bible college movement hat
was a legitimate alternative to public
higher education in the thirties and
forties is currently failing. Fundamen-
talism's second generation is demand-
ing educational excellence.
Some obvious trends illustrate the
conditions these schools face. Enroll-
ment is declining precipitously and
cannot be fully explained by the end of
the "baby-boom" students. A signifi
cant number of Bible colleges have
merged, in an effort to guarantee sur-
vival. Others have expanded curriculum
or shifted to a liberal arts emphasis to
maintain enrollment. Retrenchment is
the obvious and painful trend.
Second, Fundamentalist preachers,
while successfully emphasizing evan-
gelism, have often failed to complete
the spiritual process by applying bibli
cal truth to the daily problems of their
people. We have spent too much time
answering questions no one is asking.
By majoring on minors, we have played
spiritual trivial pursuit. The result is
shallow Christians. We have defended
the Bible but have failed to svstemati-
cally teach and apply its mejsage. Be-
cause of these glaring deficiencies, we
have created a generation of biblical
illiterates who have failed to realize
the full potential of the Christian life
God intended for them. We have alien-
ated many thinking people in our con-
gregations and driven searching thou-
sands into Evangelical churches.
Third, we have produced an anny
of fractious Fundamentalists. We did
successful and bitter war with the
Liberals in the earlier part of the cen-
tury. The battle demanded courage,
sacrifice, and pain. \{e did not, how-
ever, survive the intoxication of the
battle. Having decimated the Liberal
enemy, we turned upon each other. We
had learned the art of war too well. We
failed to go beyond the wars of David
to the wisdom of Solomon. Disillusioned
laymen watch in dismay while their
leaders do public battle in religious
periodicals and pulpits. These spiritual
gladiators are out of touch with the
true feelings of pained laymen.
What can Fundamentalists do to
combat these trends in the last part of
this century? Can we be delivered from
self-destruction? Hopefully. But we
must have revival-life-changing re-
vival. It must be a revival of biblical
preaching, a revival of love, a renewal
of honesty, integrity, restraint, and
respect. We must build an educational
system that integrates biblical truth
into every discipline of life-one that
meets the highest standards of the best
secular universities. This system must
equip the people to do battle in the real
world.with the real enemy.
I Truman Dollar, pastor of Temple
Baptist Church, Detroit, Michigan, is a
published author noted for his thought-
provoking and unpredictable insights
on current events. He shares his views
in this column each month.
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